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ABSTRACT
This design thesis examines the potential that exists in creating therapeutic
landscapes, particularly healing gardens, to improve individuals’ mental and physical
health in the context of a drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility. There is a great deal
of existing research which suggests that the environment plays an important role in
one’s overall health and wellbeing. Over the last twenty years, a number of
individuals have been studying the profound impact the environment can have as a
means of helping individuals who are in the process of healing in settings such as
hospitals and cancer care centers. Yet little research exists that examines healing
gardens in the context of drug and alcohol rehabilitation facilities. In addition, while
a number of studies have shown that there are profound benefits to incorporating
natural elements into these facilities, there is far less research to demonstrate how
specific design elements achieve these benefits and enhance the healing process.
This design thesis will be comprised of 2 components: a case study and design
recommendations. First, I have performed a case study of the healing garden at the
Rosecrance behavioral health facility as a means of examining which landscape
elements contribute most profoundly to the positive therapeutic benefits of this

healing garden and what characteristics make these elements significant. Second, I
will create a list of design recommendations, including guidelines, which will
contribute to the existing literature available to Landscape Architects and
practitioners in order to help inform the design of future facilities that provide drug
and alcohol rehabilitation.
This abstract accurately represents the content of the candidate’s thesis. I recommend
its publication.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Like the Greeks, we are coming to see that beauty is the natural right of the
weak and sick as much as the strong and healthy.
— Douglas Davis, “The New High-Style Hospital”
Introduction
The pleasures of nature; trees, plants, water, sky, are for many individuals, instinctual.
“We have always known inherently that nature restores and heals. That is why we
bring a plant or flowers to people in the hospital. This gift represents life. It gladdens
the heart and lifts the spirit” (Burnett 1997, 263). There is an intrinsic knowledge that
being outdoors immersed in nature makes us feel better. Not until recently, however,
did researchers begin to understand why nature makes us feel better or just how much
“better” we could feel. The power of natural environments to heal is now much
clearer as a result of numerous research studies both qualitative and quantitative
(Gerlach-Spriggs 1998; Marcus and Barnes 1999; Sternberg 2009; Ulrich
1981,1984,1991, 2001). The majority of this research has emphasized the
therapeutic benefits of natural environments. However, a number of the most recent
studies have also begun to demonstrate the powerful economic impact that
therapeutic environments can have (Ulrich 2002). As a result, therapeutic spaces are
being incorporated in a number of settings including cancer care centers, children’s
hospitals, dementia facilities, and assisted living facilities with greater and greater
frequency (Marcus and Barnes 1999, 24).
Not only does the frequency with which these therapeutic spaces are being created
warrant additional study regarding the success of such spaces, but the prevalence of
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such spaces also begs the question: in what other scenarios can such spaces be of
benefit. As a means of exploring both of these questions, I investigated a therapeutic
landscape specifically designed to benefit a particular population of youth, that of
individuals in a drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility.
Brief History of the Healing Environment
As early as 1000 B.C. civilizations in Egypt and India used gardens as a place to grow
medicinal plants (Burnett 1997, 258). During the Middle Ages, hospitals and
monasteries which cared for the sick regularly included a cloister garden in which
patients could venture outside to partake of sun or shade in a safe, enclosed setting.
Throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, however, a decline in monasticism
and a shift in caretaking to civic and religious authorities significantly reduced the
number of hospitals that maintained the courtyard tradition. It was not until the
seventeenth and eighteenth century that outdoor spaces in hospitals began to appear
again as it was widely held that infection was spread by “noxious vapors” and thus,
cross-ventilation and fresh air were highly valued (Marcus and Barnes 1999, 10-12).
As the trend continued, nursing pioneer Florence Nightingale wrote “Second only to
fresh air…I should be inclined to rank light in importance for the sick. Direct
sunlight, not only daylight, is necessary for speedy recovery” (Marcus and Barnes
1999, 13). So pervasive was the notion that the outdoors was influential in healing
that by the close of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century it was believed
that the proper care of patients included wheeling hospital beds onto roofs and sun
porches. During this period, psychiatric hospitals also frequently incorporated natural
surroundings as it was commonly thought that patients with mental disorders were
unable to cope with urban environments (Marcus 2010). However, the notion that the
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environment was therapeutic was replaced by a movement towards drugs and surgery
during the twentieth century with advances in medical science and the concept of
germ theory (Marcus 2010). Hospital design excluded the natural environment in
favor of promoting efficiency, sanitary conditions and infection control. As a result
the mind/body connection to healing was lost entirely (Marcus 2010). The trend
toward diminishing the presence of nature in hospital settings continued until the
early twenty-first century. It was not until the past few decades amid emerging
interests in alternative and complementary medicine as well as a movement towards
the patient-centered experience that hospitals again began to recognize the importance
of the outdoors in healing (Marcus 2010).
A Note About Terminology
In the existing literature, the terms “healing landscape,” “therapeutic landscape,” and
“healing garden” are frequently used interchangeably. However, for the purposes of
this design thesis the term “therapeutic landscape” will be used to refer to the broader
context of therapeutic spaces within the field of landscape architecture, regardless of
size. The term “healing garden” will refer to a specific space designed to “foster
restoration from stress and have other positive influences on patients, visitors, and
staff or caregivers” (Ulrich 1999, 30).
Proof of Effectiveness of Therapeutic Spaces
While past scientific advances may have largely been responsible for the diminishing
presence of natural spaces in healing environments, today, science is proving how
immensely valuable therapeutic spaces are.
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A great deal of research exists which suggests therapeutic environments that allow for
direct and/or indirect exposure to nature are beneficial to one’s health and healing on
a number of levels: physical, emotional, and spiritual (Sternberg 2009, 2; Tyson 1998,
7; Ulrich 1999, 31). The vast majority of this research focuses on the benefits of
therapeutic landscapes for five separate populations: at-risk youth, dementia patients,
children’s hospitals, general hospitals, and living facilities for the elderly (Marcus and
Barnes 1999, 22). Within these groups, and particularly within various types of
hospitals, the positive effects of therapeutic landscapes have benefitted not only
patients but hospital staff as well as the families of the infirmed (Ulrich 1999, 32).
In several studies, a number of physiological traits have served as indicators
quantifying the positive benefits of experiencing nature or specific components of the
natural world (Ulrich 1984, 420).

In Robert Ulrich’s landmark study (Ulrich 1984,

420) researchers determined that having a view of a natural scene rather than a view
of a brick wall had a positive effect on patients who were recovering from gall
bladder surgery. A number of other studies, such as research by O’Connnor et al.
(1991) of nursing home residents and several studies by Nakamura and Fujii (1992),
have also shown the positive impacts nature can have on healing. Today, not only
intuition guides us to believe that these spaces are beneficial but historical and
scientific evidence as well.
Relevance of Therapeutic Spaces in Today’s
Healthcare Climate
The benefits of these spaces are particularly critical in today’s contemporary
healthcare climate. Among current trends are pressures to reduce costs while
improving quality, as well as mitigating the growing stresses and demands for
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healthcare staff. There is also increased interest in patient-centered and familycentered care philosophies as well as rising demands to increase patient satisfaction.
Amidst this climate, which includes significant advances in mind/body medicine, the
positive effects of therapeutic spaces cannot be ignored (Ulrich 2001).
Role of Landscape Architects
In “LandSCAPES: A Typology of Approaches to Landscape Architecture,” the
authors describe therapeutic settings as places of “healing and transcendence” and
argue that landscape architects play a critical role in creating these environments.
Here the connection between humans and the natural world is emphasized in
ways that go beyond the common professional concerns to re-establish
spiritual emotional connections between humans and nature. Of all the design
professions, landscape architects have a unique capacity to make this
connection, particularly in their sensitivity to growth and change. (Crewe and
Forsyth 2003, 48)
Perhaps no one is more well-versed in the profound union between the landscape and
healing than Dr. Joanne Westphal. Dr. Westphal is not only an M.D. but is also a
certified Landscape Architect who has written extensively on the subject of
therapeutic spaces. In “A Reflection on the Role of the Landscape Architect in
American Health-care Delivery”(2003) she first outlines the “normal pathway in the
diagnosis of disease and the prescription of a treatment protocol” from the medical
perspective and then highlights the important role a landscape architect can take in
this sequence (Westphal 2003, 210). Westphal notes the landscape architect’s role
most likely occurs during the final phase of this sequence, the treatment phase.
During this phase “adjunct” therapies are frequently prescribed in addition to drug or
surgical treatment and Westphal believes it is here that landscape architects can have
the greatest impact. Often special settings are required for these “adjunct”
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treatments. In these instances partnerships between landscape architects, physicians,
patients and support staff can be extremely beneficial (Westphal 2003, 210).
Need for Research Regarding Design of
Therapeutic Spaces
However, while Westphal recognizes the unique opportunity landscape architects
have to create these positive environments, she stresses that there must be a call for
specialized research. “The profession needs to understand and demonstrate why
therapeutic site design can reduce health-care expenditures and improve patient
satisfaction in a competitive market” (Westphal, 2002, 83). Westphal goes on to
write, “we must go beyond anecdotal reports of the benefits of designed spaces on
individual patients to research on the consistent overall benefits to groups of patients
with similar illnesses” (Martin 2002, 83).
Furthermore, Westphal stresses not only the importance of research regarding
therapeutic spaces but research regarding the elements within these spaces. “The
experts seem to agree that much critical data about gardens in health-care facilities
are still lacking: for example, what kinds of garden elements are appropriate for
specific patient groups – psychiatric patients, for example, children?” (Thompson
1998, 91)
Facets of Therapeutic Landscapes in
Need of Research
While the majority of current therapeutic landscapes primarily exist in general
hospitals, children’s hospitals, dementia facilities, and senior living centers, it appears
that the potential to extend the benefits of these types of therapeutic landscapes to
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other scenarios does exist. Many of the positive physiological markers used to
establish the benefits of these landscapes, such as stress and anxiety reduction, could
be applied to other scenarios/healing situations. There is preliminary research to
suggest that therapeutic landscapes could positively benefit at-risk youth (Taylor et al.
1998, 3-27). In addition, to date there is just one drug and alcohol rehabilitation
facility that falls under the umbrella of therapeutic landscapes as indicated by the
database of “Gardens in Healthcare and Related Facilities” on the Therapeutic
Landscapes Network website.1 However, reducing stress and anxiety by such means
could have powerful benefits for individuals going through the rehabilitation process.
Moreover, while existing literature emphasizes the benefits of healing gardens and
establishes a number of goals the design of such spaces should achieve, there is far
less research to illustrate which design elements best accomplish these goals.
Furthermore, there is even less literature to demonstrate what particular
characteristics of these design elements contribute to their success and virtually no
literature to examine this in the setting of a drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility.

1

What is now referred to as The Therapeutic Landscapes Network first began in 1999 as the
Therapeutic Landscapes Database. In 2004, the website won the ASLA Professional Communications
Award of Merit, and subsequently the mission of the site expanded with the goal of better facilitating
communication amongst individuals. As well as having an updated look, the site has grown
immensely over the last five years with the addition of an active membership, an advisory board, a
blog, an online forum, and a directory of designers and built works. Today, the TLN is a critical
resource providing “information, education and advocacy about gardens, landscapes and other green
spaces that promote health and well-being” to individuals interested in the goals of therapeutic design.
Website: www.healinglandscapes.org
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Much of the existing research was collected and examined through the process of
performing Post Occupancy Evaluations, (POEs). “Post occupancy evaluations are
studies conducted in a designed setting – in this case, a landscape – with the goal of
assessing the advantages and limitations of that space for users and non-users”
(Marcus and Barnes, 1999 pg.111). While many of these POEs support the notion
that therapeutic spaces are beneficial, I intend to use one type of POE, the case study,
in order to specifically evaluate which design elements are most and least successful
in achieving the goals of a healing garden.
This Thesis
The need for more research to examine therapeutic spaces and their benefits is clear.
For this reason, I have conducted a case study as a means of evaluating the success of
the design of the healing garden at the Rosecrance substance abuse treatment center
(Griffin Williamson campus) in Rockford, Illinois. In so doing, I examined the
relationship between design elements in the garden, the goals of this space as
determined by the definition of a healing garden and the extent of therapeutic benefit
the garden is providing.
In this case study I aim to investigate whether or not various design elements are
achieving the goals of a particular healing garden as defined by the existing literature
pertaining to therapeutic landscapes. I plan to characterize successful and
unsuccessful design elements and provide recommendations for future designers and
practitioners. In conducting this research I also hope to create a model for evaluating
healing gardens that can be used by design professionals when designing healing
gardens in the future.
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Summary
This work is intended as exploratory research designed not only toward investigating
the success or failure of various design elements but also toward yielding design
recommendations. The effectiveness of this space will be measured in terms of the
goals of a healing garden as outlined in existing literature. In chapter two, Literature
Review, I examine this material to establish the basis for my research and to highlight
pertinent gaps in the existing literature. I then provide a context for the particular
case study site I have chosen as well as an in-depth, detailed description of this site in
chapter three, Site and Context. In chapter four, Methods, I outline my research
methods and subsequently, in chapter five, Findings, I discuss my findings. Lastly, in
chapter six, Discussion, I provide a discussion including key lessons,
recommendations, design guidelines and opportunities for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The first botanical gardens were established for the enlightenment of
physicians. Today, however, we seek a healing quality in gardens and
gardening that acts primarily on mind, not body – medicine not to be taken
orally but rather perceived sensually, to heal scars on the human psyche.
— Charles Lewis, “Gardening as Healing Process”
Introduction
The majority of literature about therapeutic landscapes falls into one of two
categories: academic research and professional texts. The academic research is
comprised of empirical and evaluative work and includes a number of case studies as
well as experimental research. For the most part, professional literature regarding
therapeutic landscapes focuses on evidence-based design and various types of
facilities in which healing gardens have been created, such as retirement centers and
general hospitals.
The following review of the existing literature regarding therapeutic landscapes is
divided into five sections. For the purposes of this thesis it is critical to note the
differences between spaces termed “therapeutic landscapes”, “healing gardens”, and
“therapeutic gardens.” Thus, I first begin with a discussion of terminology commonly
used within the literature, the distinctions between these terms, and a definition of the
terms I will use. Second, I discuss empirical studies that support the benefits of
therapeutic landscapes. Third, I discuss evaluative studies that illustrate the benefits
of these landscapes. Fourth, I provide a brief discussion of the economic relevance of
creating such spaces. Fifth, I discuss existing literature on design standards and
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recommendations for healing gardens. Finally, I discuss the limited literature that
exists regarding healing gardens in drug and alcohol rehabilitation facilities and their
design.
Terminology: Therapeutic Landscape vs. Healing Garden
vs. Therapeutic Garden
In the existing literature, authors have used an array of terms to refer to the
therapeutic segment of landscape architecture. Spaces are often referred to as healing
gardens, healing landscapes, or therapeutic gardens. Frequently, these words and
phrases are used interchangeably. However, an analysis of the primary texts
concerning the subject reveals several trends which provide clarification regarding the
use of these terms (Marcus and Barnes 1999; Gerlach-Spriggs, Kaufmann and Warner
1998). I will first discuss the usage of “healing garden” vs. “therapeutic garden” and
will then discuss the terms “healing landscape” vs. “therapeutic landscape.”
Healing Garden vs. Therapeutic Garden
The term “healing garden” is not only the most commonly employed term but it also
appears in a number of prominent texts including Healing Garden Therapeutic
Benefits and Design Recommendations, likely the most comprehensive text on the
subject. In this fundamental text, the term “healing garden” refers to “a variety of
garden features that have in common a consistent tendency to foster restoration from
stress and have other positive influences on patients, visitors, and staff or caregivers”
(30). It is also stated that “the contention here is that to justify the label ‘healing,’ a
garden should have therapeutic or beneficial effects on the great majority of its users”
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(Ulrich 1999, 30). Thus, a healing garden is a space which is designed with the
intention of providing specific therapeutic benefits.
Authors often use the term “therapeutic garden” in place of the term “healing
garden.” However, in the larger context of landscape architecture, the “therapeutic
garden” is a much different type of space designed with a distinctly different set of
goals than that of the “healing garden.” Therapeutic gardens primarily are designed
to “provide a therapeutic horticulture setting to support clinical programs and patient
goals related to PT, OT, SLP, RT, HT2 Social Services, Child Life, Psychiatry,
Spiritual Care and others” (Hazen 2010). Thus, the major difference between healing
gardens and therapeutic gardens is that the design of a healing garden is aimed at
achieving a general set of goals whereas the design of a therapeutic garden is
primarily dictated by the demands of one or more particular programs. These
programs largely incorporate horticultural therapy, the “treatment of a patient with
horticulture activities conducted by a trained horticultural therapist to help meet
patient clinical goals” (Hazen 2010).
Healing Landscape vs. Therapeutic Landscape
The boundary between the terms “healing landscape” and “therapeutic landscape” is
somewhat more blurred. This is well illustrated by the fact that healinglandscapes.org
is the web address of the Therapeutic Landscapes Network. Equally telling, a
message on the “Frequently Asked Questions” page of this website states that the
organization is in the process of “working on” a number of additional frequently
2

These abbreviations are commonly used in the medical field to indicate the following: PT (Physical
Therapy), OT(Occupational Therapy), SLP (Speech Language Pathology), RT (Radiation Therapy),
HT (Hormone Therapy).
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asked questions. At the top of the list: “What is a therapeutic landscape/restorative
landscape/healing garden?” Regardless of the ambiguity surrounding the usage of the
terms “healing garden” and “healing landscape,” it is clear they are both used to refer
to the concept of such spaces in a broad sense without regard for the specific goals of
either of these types of gardens. Rather, as noted in Healing Gardens, “a therapeutic
or healing space should simply aim to achieve three things. First, it should aid in
providing some degree of relief of physical symptoms. Second, it should aid in stress
reduction and third, it should provide an improvement in one’s overall sense of wellbeing” (Marcus and Barnes 1999, 3). Defined as such, a healing garden is thus a
particular type of space within the larger context of a therapeutic or healing
landscape.
Therefore, for the purposes of this thesis the term “healing garden” will refer to any
space expressly designed to achieve the specific aforementioned goals while the term
“therapeutic landscape” will be used to refer to the larger context to which healing
gardens belong.
Empirical Research
There is a great deal of research, both empirical and evaluative, that suggests healing
gardens provide a number of positive benefits to individuals in terms of their
physical, spiritual, and emotional health (Marcus and Barnes 1999; Martin 2002;
Nakamura and Fujii 1992; Sternberg 2009; Ulrich 1981; Ulrich et. al 1991). In
addition, a number of studies have shown that these therapeutic landscapes have
positive benefits not only for patients, but for healthcare providers, and families of
patients as well (Marcus and Barnes 1999, 3).
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One of the earliest empirical studies, and one of the most pivotal reports proving that
an individual’s surroundings have a profound effect on healing, was research
conducted by Robert Ulrich. From 1972 to 1981 Ulrich studied forty-six patients
recovering from a cholecystectomy (gall bladder surgery) in a Pennsylvania hospital.
Of these, twenty-three patients were assigned to rooms looking out on a natural scene
and twenty-three patients were assigned to rooms with a view of a brick wall. At the
conclusion of the study it was determined that the patients with a view of nature had
shorter postoperative hospital stays, took fewer medications for pain management,
and received fewer negative comments in the general nursing notes. These
significant findings were first published in 1984 (Ulrich 1999, 28).
Another of Ulrich’s studies, “Natural versus Urban Scenes: Some
Psychophysiological Effects” (1981), further illustrates the positive effects nature can
have on individuals’ health. During this study, eighteen students between the ages of
twenty and twenty-seven viewed sixty color slides. These slides were divided into
three types: nature dominated by vegetation, nature with water, and urban
environments without water or vegetation. The researchers then measured the effects
of viewing these slides on heart rate, alpha amplitude3, and emotional states. From
these measurements it was determined that the two sets of slides featuring nature
views had more positive influences on psychophysiological states as well as more
positive influences on emotional states than the slides featuring urban environments
(Ulrich 1981, 523-556).

3

Alpha amplitude refers to a measure of brain activity which correlates to the brain’s state of
relaxation.
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Another study examining the effects of nature on clinical outcomes was conducted by
Ulrich in collaboration with Outi Lunden and John Eltinge in the early 1990s. The
team investigated whether or not exposing heart surgery patients to simulated views
of nature would have a beneficial impact on their recovery. At Uppsala University
Hospital in Sweden the researchers assigned each of 160 patients in intensive care to
one of six specific types of visual stimulation. These six types of stimulation
included one of two natural pictures (either a view of trees and water or a view of “an
enclosed forest scene”), one of two abstract pictures or one of two control conditions
(either a white panel or no picture/panel). The results of this study indicated that
patients who had viewed the image of water and trees were significantly less anxious
than patients who had viewed either the control image or one of the other images. In
addition, the patients who viewed the water and tree scene moved from strong
narcotic drugs to moderate strength analgesics as a means of pain management more
quickly than individuals who viewed one of the other scenes, indicating that the
former suffered less severe pain (Ulrich 2002).
In addition to the numerous studies conducted by Roger Ulrich, R. Nakamura and E.
Fujii (1990, 1992) performed two separate studies that explored the effects of viewing
plants on individuals’ stress levels. In the first study, Nakamura and Fujii measured
brain wave activity as subjects observed either two types of potted plants (one with
and one without flowers), the same type of pots absent of plants, or a cylinder
analogous to these pots. The results of this study indicated that individuals were most
“wakefully relaxed” when they viewed plants with flowers and that individuals were
the least relaxed when they viewed empty pots without plants (Nakamura and Fujii
1990, 177-183).
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In a second study, these same researchers recorded the electroencephalogram4 of
subjects seated in an outdoor setting as the subjects viewed either a hedge of
greenery, a concrete fence with dimensions equivalent to that of the hedge, or a
combined scenario made up of part hedge and part concrete. An analysis of the
electroencephalogram data supported the conclusion that viewing the greenery
brought about a relaxed response in individuals whereas viewing the concrete elicited
a stressful response (Nakamura and Fujii 1992, 139-144).
While the majority of these studies focused primarily on the effects of nature from the
patient perspective, it is important to note that the goals of a healing landscape are not
solely intended to benefit patients, but the families of patients and facility staff as
well. To that end, other studies have examined the positive effects a view of nature
can have on employees. In general, employees who have a window view of a natural
setting report that they have a better health status, less stress, and greater job
satisfaction as compared with employees in comparable settings who have either a
view of the built environment or no window at all (Leather et al., 1997).
One of the most notable aspects of these findings is that the time frame required for a
natural landscape to have a positive benefit on a subject is relatively short. As
indicated by positive changes in various physiological markers such as blood
pressure, muscle tension, brain electrical activity, and heart activity, a number of
investigations have shown that viewing “nature settings” can produce significant
results within less than five minutes (Ulrich 1981; Ulrich et al. 1991).

4

An electroencephalogram is a graphic record representing the electrical activity of brain waves.
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More than eighty scientific experiments have been published that focus on the effects
of healthcare design on medical outcomes as revealed in a recent report by medical
researchers at Johns Hopkins (Ulrich 2001). While practitioners in the medical field
may observe that this is a relatively small amount of scientific research, it
nevertheless justifies that, “there is suggestive evidence that aspects of the designed
environment exert significant effects on clinical outcomes for patients” (Ulrich 1999,
28).
Moreover, in examining studies that yield positive results, scientists who concentrate
on assessing emerging research fields, such as this one, pay close attention to studies
that use the most exacting, stringent methods. Thus, it is exciting that the
investigators from Johns Hopkins determined that of the most rigorous studies eighty
percent “found positive links between environmental characteristics and patient
health outcomes” (Ulrich 2001).
Evaluative Studies
In addition to the large number of empirical studies that support the assertion that
natural spaces provide a number of health benefits, there have also been a number of
evaluative works written to support this claim as well. These evaluative studies serve
to provide information on the benefits of therapeutic landscapes that are more
challenging to quantify, such as those benefits pertaining to emotions.
The authors of the Biophilia Hypothesis assert that the benefits of the natural
environment are genetically based. Human preference for plants, animals and life
processes is strongly influenced by survival instincts which began “thousands or
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millions of years ago” (Kellert and Wilson 1993, 104; Beckwith and Gilster 1997, 5).
In addition, research conducted by Rachel Kaplan, an environmental psychologist,
supports this theory. Kaplan describes our mental affinity for the natural
environment as “fascination,” an “absorbing, restful and rejuvenating state of mental
alertness not derived from other settings” a condition believed to help recovery from
stress (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989, 13).
Further studies by Rachel Kaplan and Stephen Kaplan support their early findings
that “fascination” plays a critical role in well-being. This state combined with the
sensory pleasures derived from being in a garden contribute to promoting a state of
tranquility. Concurrently, when an individual is able to appreciate the peacefulness of
a garden, he or she is more likely to take note of smaller details within the space
thereby having “one’s attention held by the garden” (Kaplan and Kaplan 1990, 240).
The Kaplans also conclude that the healing power of these natural spaces can be
experienced in “nearby and undramatic natural environments as well” (243). They
label these environments “microrestorative” and assert that although they may be less
substantial, they play a critical role due to their greater accessibility. In their words,
“The quintessential microrestorative environment, the one that most closely brings
together the multiple themes of the restorative experience into a single, small,
intensely meaningful space, is the garden” (Kaplan and Kaplan 1990, 243).
Other evaluative studies, such as those by Dr. Anita Olds, Ph.D. director of the Child
Care Design Institute in Boston, Massachusetts, also support the therapeutic
properties of healing gardens. Dr. Olds led study participants through a meditation
exercise and then asked them to draw their ideal “healing setting.” Of the study
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participants, seventy-five percent drew outdoor spaces. Furthermore, of the twentyfive percent who drew interior settings, the majority included elements related to the
outdoors such as potted plants, flowers, a garden and/or a prominent window with
views of the sky (Burnett 1997, 255).
Clare Cooper Marcus and Marni Barnes have also contributed evaluative studies to
the field of therapeutic landscapes by using a combination of behavioral observation
and interviews. By means of evaluating four California hospital gardens, they found
that a reduction in stress, which also served to improve individuals’ mood, was the
most important benefit for patients, staff, and families by a considerable margin.
Cooper Marcus and Barnes also determined that employees regularly used the
gardens as an effective means by which to escape job-related stress and unfavorable
hospital conditions (Ulrich 2002).
One of the most recent works, published in 2009, was written by Esther Sternberg,
M.D. Dr. Sternberg joined the National Institutes of Health in 1986 and has
conducted extensive research on the effects of the brain’s stress response on health as
well as the interaction between the brain and immune system. In Healing Spaces, Dr.
Sternberg provides a brief history of the evolution of hospitals in which she describes
a number of hospital conditions including the shift towards ensuring that hospitals are
sterile first and foremost, often at the expense of the patient experience. She ends this
history by writing, “What patients now crave is more attention to their states of mind
and emotions, and to all those things in the environment that sustain them.” Dr.
Sternberg goes on to write, “Advances in psychology and neuroscience now provide
scientific basis for taking into account the effects of emotions on disease. This
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knowledge can do for hospital design and healthcare today what germ theory did in
the nineteenth century” (Sternberg 2009, 219).
Economic Benefits
As a number of major medical centers are now undergoing extensive reconstruction
and new facilities are continuously being built, there are not only medical
ramifications for the practice of installing healing gardens in hospitals, but economic
ramifications as well. According to the Institute of Medicine, as many as 98,000
people die each year of preventable medical deaths. Moreover, this crisis is made
worse by a turnover rate of hospital nurses estimated to be at 20%. While these
numbers are staggering, hospitals must necessarily keep an eye on the bottom line
(Zimring et al. 2008, 147).
Health administrators are under constant pressure to maintain or reduce costs while
simultaneously increasing the quality of care provided. Thus, faced with the need to
purchase expensive cutting-edge medical technology, creating healing gardens may
be considered “nice” but non-essential. However, credible evidence demonstrates
that the inclusion of healing gardens is not only advantageous in terms of providing
therapeutic benefits but cost-effective (Coile 1995; Ulrich 2002).
As a means of building a financial case for why healing gardens are more costeffective than traditional style hospitals, The Center for Health Design in California
created a number of financial projections. In their model, designing a hospital with
healing elements would add $12 million to the cost of constructing a 300-bed, $240
million hospital. However, according to their projection the money would be
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recouped after only one year, primarily because the spread of infection would be
significantly reduced, among other benefits to both patients and staff (Alvarez 2004).
Most healthcare administrators and physicians look to “health outcomes” in
determining whether or not a medical service, such as providing a healing garden, is
medically beneficial and financially sound (Ulrich 2002). Regarding these spaces,
“health outcomes” support the notion that healing gardens are a cost-effective
measure in terms of patient care. While there is an initial expense in designing and
constructing these gardens, they aid in reducing the long term cost of care by
enhancing clinical outcomes as substantiated by indicators such as blood pressure. In
addition, as evidenced by the findings discussed earlier, patients with exposure to
nature, either direct or indirect, have shorter hospital stays as well as less need for
expensive pain medication, thereby generating a cost savings (Ulrich 2002).
Furthermore, in the highly competitive arena of managed care, healing gardens have
the potential to increase not only the quality of care but patient/consumer satisfaction
according to a nationally prominent hospital administrator (Ulrich 2002). This
increased positive market identity is a powerful device that can be leveraged to help
improve the financial and economic success of hospitals (Ulrich 2002).
Lastly, in addition to the cost savings, healing gardens provide hospitals in terms of
patients, incorporating healing gardens can also be a cost-effective measure in terms
of hospital staff. While healthcare occupations have long been recognized as being
highly stressful compared with other professions, mounting pressure to cut costs has
resulted in further increasing workloads and pressures. In turn, these conditions have
resulted in lower job satisfaction, higher rates of absenteeism and turnover, and
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shortages of qualified personnel. Thus, the evidence demonstrating that hospital
gardens increase staff satisfaction by providing employees with a place to escape
from workplace pressure and recuperate from stress makes a compelling argument
that these spaces are valuable in helping hospitals find and retain skilled staff (Ulrich
2002).
It should be noted however, in creating a hospital that strives to incorporate
“evidence-informed design goals,” it is critical to include these therapeutic aims early
on in the planning and design phases in order to reduce costs and maximize the
potential advantages of such design. When incorporated early in the planning and
design phase, there is an indication that most strategies cost no more, if not less than,
traditional approaches lacking in evidence informed design (Ulrich 2001). This is in
part because facility design and construction costs are relatively low (approximately
10%) when compared with employee salaries, operation expenses and day-to-day
medical care over the span of a few years (Ulrich 2001).
In summary, healing gardens can be of great benefit in financial terms by reducing
the duration of patient stays and the rate of employee turnover as well as the amount
of medications administered (Zimring et al. 2008,147).
Existing Design Recommendations/Standards
for Healing Gardens
As demonstrated, the existing literature on therapeutic landscapes illustrates the value
of healing gardens as a means of providing a variety of positive benefits. In addition,
a number of studies, both empirical and evaluative, make the case that healing
gardens provide therapeutic advantages for patients, staff and families of patients.
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However, while the existing research overwhelmingly supports the notion that
healing gardens are highly beneficial, there is comparatively much less literature to
illustrate which specific design elements, and what particular qualities of these
elements, best realize these benefits.
Of the existing literature regarding design recommendations for healing gardens, the
majority of literature lacks specificity and frequently sets forth guidelines in vague
terms. Designers suggest, for example, a hierarchy of spaces including places for
individuals to gather, walk and sit but include little detail regarding the specifics of
such spaces (Cackowski and Augustin 2004, 96). Furthermore, even when designers
are creating a healing garden with a particular goal in mind, such as helping to
alleviate a patient’s level of stress, the recommendations are rather general. For
instance, suggestions include “flowers, non-turbulent water and grassy spaces with
scattered trees” but with myriad design decisions to be made, these guidelines provide
only the most basic framework. Thus, there is a compelling need for more research to
be perfomed (Ulrich 2001). To date, there has not been a controlled experiment that
examines, for example, whether flower beds with curvilinear, rather than rectilinear,
edges are more effective in aiding a patient’s stress recovery (Ulrich 2002). There
has been a small amount of research on what design elements should not be included
in a healing garden in addition to the research on elements whose inclusion is
beneficial. For example, hardscape, intrusive urban sounds, perceived risk, and
abstract sculpture should all be avoided as they have been shown to aggravate
patients’ stress levels (Ulrich 2002).
While literature regarding which particular design elements best accomplish the
benefits of a healing garden is limited, Martha Tyson’s The Healing Landscape:
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Therapeutic Outdoor Environments (2008) provides the most comprehensive work
concerning the subject. Tyson’s book is a thorough illustration of the process of
designing a healing garden from “conducting behavioral research” at a facility to
“introducing horticultural therapy,” and includes a chapter specifically on design.
However, while this chapter illustrates a number of patterns linked to “design
objectives,” the material presented is not linked with evidence-based design and there
is no mention of assessing these design characteristics by means of post-occupancy
evaluations. Furthermore, while healing gardens are the subject of this book, the
design objectives are only loosely related to the objectives of a healing garden as
previously defined by empirical and evaluative studies (Tyson 2008, 43-95).
Thus, there appears to be a major gap in design guidelines as they relate to healing
gardens. However, one woman, Dr. Joanne Westphal, is striving to bridge that gap.
Dr. Westphal earned a Ph.D. in soil science in 1977, an M.A. in landscape
architecture in 1983, and after mounting frustration attempting to communicate ideas
related to healing design with healthcare providers, she earned an M.D. in 1995. Dr.
Westphal states her primary goal “is to help the design community be more effective
in communicating their ideas with healing institutions” (Martin 2002, 82). Westphal
also argues that designers don’t have a strong enough understanding of how medicine
operates or how doctors and other individuals affect the treatment of patients. In her
words, “the infancy of the design specialty, however, demands that great attention to
the scientific and medical underpinnings that drive the design process is in order”
(Westphal 2003, 206). She also notes that most designers aren’t in touch with the
patient experience and therefore create designs which ultimately satisfy themselves,
healthy individuals, rather than patients in need of designs which support the healing
process (Thompson 1998, 91).
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In “Hype, Hyperbole, and Health: Therapeutic Site Design,” Westphal examines the
therapeutic success of three healing gardens previously published in an issue of
Landscape Architecture. She emphasizes that in creating these spaces designers are
unaware of whether the elements of these gardens (lighting, stones, walls etc.) truly
have a positive healing impact on patients and if so, which patient groups are most
effected. Furthermore, she underscores that there is little long-term research on the
effectiveness of these design elements and therefore designers frequently must work
from anecdotal evidence (Martin 2002, 84).
In the words of Dr. Westphal, “We’re just on the cutting edge in beginning to
understand guiding principles for therapeutic site design. The core principle is that
‘therapeutic’ design is different for every disease” (Martin 2002, 82). As is the case
with traditional medicine, the treatment must be specifically targeted to the illness.
Thus, more research is needed in order to determine what type of designs and which
elements function most effectively for various patient populations.
Healing Gardens in Drug and Alcohol
Rehabilitation Facilities
In the most general terms, healing gardens promote “stress restoration and buffering”5
which leads directly to improved health outcomes. More specifically, the literature
illustrates that healing gardens benefit patients by achieving five distinct objectives:
reducing stress, allowing a sense of control, providing social support, promoting
physical movement and exercise, and creating natural distractions (Marcus and
Barnes 1999, 37). While a healing garden that achieves these five objectives could
5

The term “buffering” is used to refer to a physical or physiological system that tends to maintain
constancy. In this case buffering is applied to mean a consistent level of stress.
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have a positive impact on the health outcomes of (or could be of great benefit to)
individuals in drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs, there is an enormous gap in
the existing literature as it relates to the role of healing gardens in the treatment of
addiction. In fact, most of the literature regarding healing gardens and rehabilitation
facilities is generally buried under the heading of psychiatric hospitals (Marcus and
Barnes 1999, 252). Furthermore, amidst the relatively large discussions of a number
of conditions in psychiatric hospitals, such as schizophrenia, dementia, and eating
disorders, there is far less discourse on addiction.
The text Healing Gardens Therapeutic Benefits and Design Recommendations, again
under the heading of psychiatric hospitals, includes a discussion of three facilities that
treat drug and alcohol addiction. The facilities discussed in this text include Butler
Hospital located in Providence, Rhode Island; The Retreat located in York, England;
and Homewood Health Centre, located in Guelph, Ontario, Canada. The assessment
of each facility includes an evaluation of the components of the healing garden
(Marcus and Barnes 1999, 251-304). However, because each facility is analyzed in
the larger context of psychiatric hospitals, which treat a number of mental conditions,
there is no discussion of the healing garden in relation to any condition in particular
and thus, no discussion in regards to addiction.
As stated by Dr. Westphal, it is imperative that design guidelines for healing gardens
be tailored to the specifics of particular diseases. However, while limited literature
exists outlining design standards for healing gardens, even less literature exists
relating these standards to particular diseases, and essentially no literature exists
outlining design standards for the disease of addiction.
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Summary
There is a considerably large gap therefore, in the literature regarding the most
effective means by which to design a healing garden in order to ensure its success.
Of the existing literature there is little information to suggest which particular design
elements correspond to providing the intended benefits of a healing garden,
particularly within the context of drug and alcohol rehabilitation facilities.
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CHAPTER 3
SITE AND CONTEXT
We all need a place where we can get away from the hustle and stresses of
life. A place of peace and tranquility. The Rosecrance Healing Garden is
such a place. These gardens are meant to be a part of the healing process
offered by this incredible facility where miracles happen.
— John Anderson, philanthropist
Introduction
Although the field of therapeutic landscapes is a relatively new field, over the past
few decades a number of advances in research have been made and likewise, more
and more has been written on the subject. At the same time however, a broad range
of words, terms, and phrases are widely being used without having a clearly defined,
universally accepted meaning. Numerous self-proclaimed healing gardens,
therapeutic gardens, therapeutic landscapes, therapeutic spaces and healing spaces
now exist across the country. While the growing interest in this field is exciting,
many of these spaces do not fall within the realm of any particular criterion to merit
the label “therapeutic.”
Thus, in choosing a site for this case study it was critical to select a location that was
unambiguously a therapeutic landscape. For this, I turned to the Therapeutic
Landscapes Network which describes itself as:
A knowledge base and gathering space about healing gardens, restorative
landscapes, and other green spaces that promote health and well-being. We
are an international, multidisciplinary community of designers, health and
human service providers, scholars, and gardeners. Though our focus is broad,
our primary emphasis is on evidence-based design in healthcare settings.
(http://www.healinglandscapes.org)
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According to the Therapeutic Landscapes Network, the definition of a healing
landscape, or what they sometimes refer to as “Landscapes for Health” is “any
landscape, designed or wild that facilitates human health and well-being.”
(http://www.healinglandscapes.org/gardens/) However, the TLN acknowledges the
fact that this definition is quite expansive and that “many gardens and other green
spaces outside of healthcare facilities fit this broad definition.”
(http://www.healinglandscapes.org/gardens/) Therefore, the TLN’s database of
healing gardens is divided into two categories: “gardens in healthcare facilities”
including hospitals, clinics, and hospices, and “other healing landscapes” including
community gardens, memorials and prison gardens.
According to the Therapeutic Landscapes Network, the spaces included in its
database of healing gardens within healthcare facilities can be defined as such:
These places have been designed for a specific population, often with a
specific purpose (such as encouraging seniors to get outside for exercise,
sunlight, and fresh air; or allowing children to "blow off steam" during a
hospital visit; or helping patients learn to use a wheelchair on outdoor surfaces
before leaving the hospital). They are (or should be) designed using the most
current research available. This is called evidence-based design, EBD.
(http://www.healinglandscapes.org/gardens/)
Why Study the Rosecrance Healing Garden?
For the purposes of this thesis, I wanted to select a facility that fell under the narrower
definition of “gardens in healthcare facilities,” (the primary focus of the TLN).
Therefore, I began my site selection by searching the database of “gardens in
healthcare facilities.” Within this database there were approximately two hundred
and sixty facilities listed as of March, 2012. Of all of the facilities listed, only one,
Rosecrance, was found at a drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility.
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Not only was Rosecrance particularly unique in its listing within the TLN database, in
addition there were three other factors that made the facility an extremely valuable
site in terms of gathering information via a case study. These factors, which I will
discuss below, include the array of design elements, the scale of the facility and the
scope of activities that take place at the facility.
Design Elements
First, the large number as well as wide variety of design elements provided a
comprehensive array of elements to study. The garden includes boulders, water,
pathways, trees, a bell tower, “serenity circles,” and wildlife. In addition, there is a
great deal of variation within each type of element. For example, there are both
paved and unpaved paths, open and enclosed spaces. Also, there are a number of
seating areas specifically designed for groups ranging in size from two to twenty
individuals. There are also a variety of water features including a waterfall, a pond,
slow-moving water and fast-moving water. Lastly, preliminary research suggested
that one particular design element at the facility, the bell tower, is especially
significant in the process of an individual’s recovery. When individuals complete
treatment in the program they are invited to ring the bell as a marker of their new
beginning, and a ceremony has been designed around the bell tower. This design
feature is especially unique in that it is symbolically powerful, as well as highly
interactive.
Scale of the Facility
Second, the scale of the facility and the number of patients and staff affords the
opportunity to investigate the healing garden from a relatively large-sized pool of
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individuals, coming from varied perspectives. The facility treats roughly seventy-five
patients at any given time and therefore allows for the opportunity to speak with a
relatively large number of subjects. In addition, individuals at the facility come from
a wide variety of backgrounds, lifestyles, and geographic locations.
Scope of Activities
Third, the scope of activities that take place in the healing garden allows for a robust
study of the ways in which the design elements are being utilized. In addition to
group therapy sessions, brief group walks, one-on-one walks, and family visits, the
garden is also used as a place in which to teach meditation skills. The number of
participants in these activities varies widely from two to twenty-five individuals.

Rosecrance: Griffin-Williamson Campus
The Rosecrance organization is a private, non-profit offering a variety of behavioral
health services for families, adults, adolescents and children. In total, Rosecrance
assists more than 13,000 families per year. The organization offers outpatient mental
health assistance as well as addiction treatment services. These comprehensive
services include prevention, intervention, detoxification, experiential therapies, dualdiagnosis care, inpatient and outpatient treatment and family education.
(http://www.rosecrance.org/whoweare/)
The organization is comprised of a number of substance abuse and mental health
treatment facilities and support facilities including clinics, offices, residential houses
and campuses. Of these campuses, two are focused on addiction: the Harrison
campus for adults, and the Griffin-Williamson campus for adolescents. The
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Rosecrance healing garden is located on the grounds of the latter.
(http://www.rosecrance.org/whoweare/ourhistory/)
The Griffin-Williamson adolescent treatment center is located on forty acres in
Rockford, Illinois and is a fourteen million dollar, 67,000 square foot, 78-bed
residential facility. Underscoring the idea that patients do have choices, the facility is
secure, although it is not a locked facility. The average length of treatment is thirtyfive days, and while the successful discharge rate for fiscal year 2011 was eighty-five
percent, a small percentage of individuals are repeat admissions. A majority of the
patients have dual-diagnoses, such as a mental or behavioral health condition in
addition to addiction. The facility treats adolescents aged twelve to eighteen years
old and includes an on-site school, as well as a chapel, gymnasium, fitness center,
dining hall, and patio. There are six separate patient wings, each of which include a
large living space from which the Rosecrance healing garden can be viewed.
(http://www.rosecrance.org/facilities/)
The Healing Garden
The six-acre healing garden was designed by Hoichi Kurisu of Kurisu International,
Portland, Oregon. The mission of the thirty-year old firm states:
Whether designing a simple water garden pond or cascading garden waterfall,
landscaping with rock to create a Zen stone garden , or working out the
landscape architecture to design acres of public park, each garden design
draws on the integrity of nature’s forces. Kurisu garden designs bring balance
to hearts and minds by providing exceptional public and private spaces in
which to engage with nature. Sensitive garden designs and superlative
craftsmanship define the work of our landscape designers: Gardens of
Vision...for Lives of Insight. (http://www.kurisu.com/kurisu-about.shtml)
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The healing garden at the Rosecrance facility was constructed in two phases. Phase I
was completed in the fall of 2004, and Phase II was completed in the spring of 2006.
As is the case with the majority of landscapes designed by Kurisu International, the
Rosecrance healing garden “harmonizes Japanese garden design principles with
contemporary sensibilities.” First, the garden was designed without any straight lines,
with the intent that curved lines and pathways encourage visitors to explore and
discover. In addition, being left to find out what lies around the bend focuses the
visitors’ attention on the immediate. Second, the boulders and stones in the garden
are a balance of both vertical and horizontal movement and are generally grouped in
odd numbers as is customary in Japanese design. Third, the planting design is based
upon subtle variations and “a few examples to represent many” rather than an
abundance of colors and textures.
The garden includes red bud, burning bush, service berries, oak leaf hydrangeas,
azaleas, witch hazel, pachysandra, and boxwood. It also features scotch pines,
Katsura trees, red maples, Japanese maples, weeping Alaskan cedars and Kentucky
coffee trees. (For illustrations of several of these plants see Appendix A.) Thus, the
majority of the foliage within the healing garden is most brilliant in the spring and
fall, symbolically, beginning and endings. Perhaps surprisingly, the garden is open to
the public. (For the Welcome Brochure see Appendix B.)
Features Within the Healing Garden
The healing garden was designed with the intention of bringing “balance to hearts and
minds” by providing an “exceptional” space in which to engage with nature.
(http://www.kurisu.com/kurisu-about.shtml) To accomplish this, Kurisu incorporated
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a number of specific design features with the intent of the space and its unique users
in mind. These features include a central pond, a waterfall, a variety of bridges,
“serenity circles,” pathways, a bell tower, an overlook, and a peninsula.
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Figure 1: Rosecrance, Griffin-Williamson Campus, Healing Garden
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The Pond
In addition to serving as the centerpiece of the healing garden, the main pond features
a landing which provides a space for reflection as well as a place from which to
observe the numerous koi, bluegill and bass within the water. At its deepest point the
pond is thirteen feet. It is fed from both rain and city water. The tranquil waters of
the pond help to orient visitors and stand in dramatic contrast to the woods which
serve as a backdrop for the garden.

Figure 2: The Main Pond
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Figure 3: The Main Pond Overlook
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The Waterfall
As is typical of Japanese gardens, the water in the garden only flows as it would
naturally; that is, no efforts have been made to defy gravity. The waterfall is anchored
by a forty ton boulder6 with a “guardian stone” emerging from the pool of water at its
base which in the traditional Japanese style serves to protect the garden. Water flows
over the fall at more than 1,200 gallons of water per minute and makes distinctly
different sounds as it strikes stones in three separate locations, providing a variety of
auditory stimuli. Before plunging into the main pond, the waterfall symbolically
makes twelve drops, referencing the twelve steps of traditional recovery programs.

Figure 4: The Waterfall

6

This boulder, in addition to the other boulders within the garden was brought to the site from
Wisconsin and is estimated to be more than two million years old.
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Bridges
The healing garden contains a number of bridges of varying sizes and materials, but
there are three in particular that are consequential to the visitor, patient, and staff
experience. These three, which I will discuss in greater detail, include the “Serenity
Bridge,” the stone bridge, and the “Stepping Stone Bridge.”
The “Serenity Bridge.”

Figure 5: The Serenity Bridge
The cedar serenity bridge is the longest bridge within the garden and, for many
people, serves as its focal point. It can be easily viewed from indoors as well as
outdoors and provides another vantage point from which to view the koi fish and
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other living beings within the water. The bridge is pitched symbolically, “like a
mountain, because one must work to get to a better place.” (Rosecrance, Self-Guided
Walking Tour brochure – see Appendix C)
The “Open Stone Bridge.”

Figure 6: The “Open Stone” Bridge
The “open stone bridge” is a flagstone walkway that crosses the water as it moves
from the waterfall to the pond. It not only serves as a means of crossing the river but
gives the visitor a greater sense of interaction with the water (as wading and
swimming are prohibited). It was designed with the intent of “giving the appearance
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of being fragile, but holding great strength.” (Rosecrance, Self-Guided Walking Tour
brochure)
The “Stepping Stone Bridge.”

Figure 7: The “Stepping Stone Bridge”
The “stepping stone bridge” is located just below the waterfall and provides a safe
means for crossing the flowing water. In addition, this “bridge” gives visitors the
opportunity to view the waterfall from a close vantage point. It is also from here that
the sounds of the waterfall are the most pronounced.
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“Serenity Circles”
There are six separate “serenity circles,” comprised of large stones on which to sit.
While three of these circles are located relatively close to the waterfall, each one
varies in the amount of ambient noise provided by the fall. The smallest of these
circles can comfortably seat two while the largest can accommodate approximately
twenty individuals. These spaces can, therefore, be used for both private
conversation and larger group activities.

Figure 8: Upper “Serenity Circle”
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Figure 9: Lower “Serenity Circle”
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Pathways
There are a number of winding pathways within the garden that total approximately
1.5 miles. The primary path is paved and encircles the pond while an array of
secondary sand paths are located near the waterfall. A third type of pathway,
comprised of gravel and larger rocks, is less prominent yet serves to connect various
parts of other paths.

Figure 10: Paved Pathways
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Figure 11: Unpaved Pathway
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The bell tower
The bell tower is markedly set apart from other aspects of the healing garden and can
be viewed not only from the facility but from most points within the space. The act
of ringing a bell has symbolized purification as well as the desire for a balanced life
since ancient times. Upon successful completion of his or her treatment program,
adolescents strike the bell during the bell ceremony. (See Appendix D for a copy of
the written text for this ceremony.)

Figure 12: Close-up of the Bell Tower
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Figure 13: The Bell Tower
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The “Grateful Outlook”
The garden’s highest point, the “grateful overlook,” is designed to represent the top of
a mountain, looking out on to the entire garden. While the sounds of the waterfall are
still present, they are muffled as if to suggest water away in the distance. Here, the
natural woods beyond the garden can be viewed through the evergreen trees in a
clever utilization of borrowed scenery.

Figure 14: The “Grateful Overlook”
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The “Peninsula”
The “peninsula” juts into the pond and is a “reminder of the island nation of Japan,
where water and land intertwine.” It serves as one of the most secluded spots within
the garden while still being visible from the overlook and residential areas. A willow
at the tip of the peninsula serves as its focal point.
(Rosecrance, Self-Guided Walking Tour brochure)

Figure 15: The “Peninsula”
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Use of the Healing Garden
The healing garden is used for a number of purposes including group therapy
sessions, individual one-on-one talks, family visits, staff breaks, and patient walks.
The garden is also a key component of the experiential therapies program at the
facility that teaches patients about topics such as body and soul, “how to enjoy life,”
and how to be in the moment. In addition, the garden provides a valuable space in
which to teach critical coping skills such as meditating, walking, journaling, and
breathing exercises. Meditation is so vital that one instructor relayed the following,
“We can tell if we do not do it correctly, if we don’t properly teach [patients] how to
do wind down meditation, if it’s not done right you can tell they don’t have the same
coping skills.”
While there was no shortage of excitement when the garden was initially created,
there was a general lack of awareness regarding its use and a lack of respect for the
space. Patients frequently ran through the garden, picking up rocks and damaging
plants rather than enjoying the space less destructively. In order to protect the
garden, as well as take full advantage of its potential, a formal curriculum for the
garden was developed in collaboration with the education curator at the Chicago
Botanic Gardens. The patients are now taught what the garden is intended for and
how it should be treated and, consequently, they know to respect the space. They are
aware of the expectations for the garden and that if they misuse the space they will
receive garden restriction. As an instructor with the facility’s on-site school stated,
“they know if you punch a wall, a wall’s a wall, or if you break a desk, a desk’s a
desk, but if you do something to one of these plants, trees, …” the instructor gestured,
it’s off with your head.
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Summary
My overarching goal in studying the Rosecrance garden was to examine whether or
not this healing garden accomplished the intended goals of this particular type of
therapeutic landscape. Is this particular site having a positive effect on the three
groups of users a healing garden should benefit: patients, staff, and families of
patients? If so, what design elements are functioning most successfully and what is it
about these elements that allows them to effectively provide therapeutic benefit? Are
there improvements which could be made to this garden or to future ones to either
have a stronger impact or to benefit more individuals?
I discuss the research methods I used to investigate these questions in the following
chapter. I begin with a general discussion of the case study approach. I then discuss
how I deconstructed these questions in order to devise effective research methods.
Lastly, I discuss, in detail, the process I used to collect information and the procedure
I followed for analyzing this data.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS
We need to bring the mind back into the equation of health and healing, and
include the ways that emotions and the physical environment interact, for the
benefit of patients with both mental and physical ailments.
— Esther M. Sternberg, Healing Spaces
Introduction
In this chapter I will discuss the methodology I employed in order to gather
qualitative information about the facility I chose to study. First, I illustrate my
research process and my rationale for selecting this method. Second, I outline the
strategies I used in order to collect data via archival research, observation, informal
interviews, and semi-formal interviews. Third, I discuss the methods by which I
analyzed the data and the system I used to evaluate this information.
Research Process
Because the primary goal of this thesis is to gather information regarding the success,
or failure, of various design elements in regard to the therapeutic potential of a
healing garden, I chose to perform a case study as a means of post occupancy
evaluation. Post occupancy evaluations can be a useful means of performing an
assessment of a space in five different respects. First, POEs can be used to evaluate a
site in order to provide information which could be used to change correctable aspects
of the physical setting. Second, POEs may be used to identify key concepts and
issues as a means of providing valuable information for designers of future sites of
the same type. Third, POEs can be beneficial in developing information which can
influence standards, codes, and guidelines. Fourth, POEs are effective in addressing
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concerns regarding “basic environment-behavior” questions. Lastly, post occupancy
evaluations can serve as a useful tool for gathering information with the specific
intent of using it for a particular upcoming project (Zimring et al. 1988, 278-279).
In general, POEs “provide insights into the consequences of past design decisions”
and the manner in which they affect the performance of a space (Marcus and Francis
1998, 345.) While post occupancy evaluations serve as a highly effective method of
assessing whether a particular site is performing in the manner in which it was
designed to perform, these POEs are not conducted as frequently as desired (Marcus
and Barnes 1999, 112). There are several reasons authors cite for the infrequency of
this practice; they range from limited resources to concern for drawing attention to
under-performing designs. However, “if this kind of feed-forward was routinely
undertaken, individual designers and clients would learn from their mistakes and
successes, and – if published – the whole design community would benefit” (Marcus
and Francis 1998, 356).
While POEs can be performed a number of ways, one particular method is that of the
case study which affords individuals the opportunity to examine in-depth whether or
not a site is successfully providing therapeutic benefits.
As Mark Francis argues in “A Case Study Method for Landscape Architecture,”
The primary body of knowledge in landscape architecture is contained in the
written and visual documentation—that is, stories – of projects, be it wellknown ones such as New York’s Central Park, or more modest projects such
as a small neighborhood park. Together, these cases provide the primary form
of education, innovation, and testing for the profession. They also serve as the
collective record of the advancement and development of new knowledge in
landscape architecture. (Francis, 15)
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Francis uses the case study method to profound effect in his work, Village Homes a
Community by Design, as a means of documenting “use, perceptions, unique
constraints, project successes, and limitations” (Francis 2003, 5). There is a strong
argument to be made for developing case studies within the field of landscape
architecture. However, relatively few standardized case studies exist, although they
are a valuable method by which to record and evaluate projects in a comparable and
consistent manner. Therefore, my objective in choosing to perform a case study of
the Rosecrance healing garden was twofold. First, I hoped to investigate its various
design elements as they relate to the particular goals of this healing garden and its
user groups in order to create a list of design recommendations for other facilities of
this type. Second, I aimed to simultaneously develop a model for future case studies
of drug and alcohol rehabilitation facilities.
Initial Steps
I contacted David Gomel (Senior Vice President and Chief Operation Officer of
Substance Abuse Services) and Christine Nicholson (Experiential Therapies
Department Supervisor) at the Rosecrance treatment facility in mid-August 2011 with
a brief outline of the research I hoped to conduct. I was then referred to Jason
Gorham, the Administrator of Residential Services for the Rosecrance GriffinWilliamson Campus. After several email exchanges, I spoke with Mr. Gorham who
advised me to create a straightforward document which he could present to the board
of the Rosecrance facility for consideration. In this document I addressed why I was
interested in the facility, what I hoped to study, and how I hoped to proceed. In late
September, 2011 the committee gave final approval for me to conduct research at
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their facility pending approval of the International Review Board (IRB), which I
received in mid-October, 2011. (A copy of this approval is found in Appendix E.)
Once I obtained consent from Rosecrance to move forward, I began constructing my
methodology. By definition, a therapeutic landscape, and by extension a healing
garden, is designed to benefit three groups of individuals: patients, staff, and families
of patients. Thus, this methodology was designed to gather information from each of
these three groups regarding their experience of the Rosecrance healing garden at the
Griffin Williamson Campus.
Data Collection
The overarching research question for this case study concerned how the healing
garden was affecting the three distinct groups of subjects. In order to conduct a
thorough case study, I chose to use a variety of methods to gain information of a
greater breadth and depth. In addition, as I was striving to discern trends related to
the therapeutic impact of the garden on patients, staff, and families of patients,
employing several different measures to gather data allowed me to more confidently
evaluate the information I collected. Thus, this case study methodology, discussed in
more detail below, includes the following methods: archival research, participant
observation, and interviews during site visits to the Rosecrance healing garden.
Archival Research
In late October of 2011 I spent six days at the Griffin Williamson Campus of the
Rosecrance behavioral health facility in Rockford, Illinois. During my first day at the
facility I met with both Jason Gorham and Christine Nicholson who provided access
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to a number of documents regarding the history of the facility. My archival research
included a review of design drawings and plans for the healing garden which were
available to visitors in the waiting area. Also, included in my archival research was
an exploration of the mission and values statement for the facility (see Appendix F),
as well as the type of care it was intended to provide, past records of events held in
“therapeutic spaces,” and reviews of the facility primarily provided online.
Observational Information
Through a series of visits to the facility, I conducted observations of patients, staff,
and families of patients. First, I created a diagram of the garden (see Appendix G)
which I used to document the spatial layout of the facility in detail. I then used this
diagram as a map to record the amount of usage and types of usage of various spaces,
by the different users of the garden. For example, while conducting my fieldwork I
made note of the number of patients using the garden at given times throughout the
day, how long they were in the garden, and how they interacted with the space
spatially and temporally in terms of where they stopped to pause and where they
continued at an even pace. (See Appendix H.) I conducted similar observations and
recorded analogous data for both staff and the families of patients as well (located in
Appendix I).
In addition to using mappings to record my observations, I had intended to use
photography as a means of collecting data regarding how the site was being used and
by whom. However, after a number of conversations with my contacts at the facility,
I realized that due to their concern for the privacy and safety of their clients, it would
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be best if I refrained from taking any photos of the garden which included patients or
other users.
Interestingly, although I was unable to use photography of the users in the healing
garden as a means of recording information, I was able to use photography to collect
data in several other valuable ways. First, it provided a valuable way for me to
become intimately familiar with each aspect of the space. By using the camera to
record what I saw, on a variety of scales, I became much more attuned to details
within the healing garden. For example, I noticed variations in the way in which
different colors resonated based upon the light at different times of the day. Second,
because I was unable to photograph the healing garden while it was being used, I
spent a significant amount of time in the garden alone which afforded me the
opportunity to photograph many aspects of it in depth and under varying
circumstances of time and weather. Third, it provided an unobtrusive way for me to
observe individuals’ use of the garden from within the space.
Interviews
In addition to conducting archival research and observations I also conducted a
number of interviews. To prepare for conducting these interviews, I developed a list
of questions, both structured and open-ended, directed to each of the three user
groups. I chose to conduct semi-structured interviews as this allowed me to ask
questions aimed at gathering specific information while simultaneously allowing
interviewees the opportunity to contribute additional thoughts they deemed relevant
My goal was to keep the duration of each interview to less than twenty minutes due to
both the limited amount of time I had at the facility and the limited time the patients,
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staff, and families had to participate. After developing a set of interview questions
for each group of subjects, I presented a draft of the interview protocol to the facility
in order to gain final approval. While they did not suggest any specific changes to the
list of questions, they were concerned that the length of the interviews would be too
long, particularly for the adolescent patients at the facility. This was an important
concern to keep in mind, especially during the first several interviews. However, as I
began interviewing patients it became evident that they were more than eager to
speak at length about the healing garden.
Patients
Selection of interviewees.
Over the course of five days I conducted semi-structured interviews with patients as
well as staff members. My primary goal in selecting patients with whom to conduct
interviews was to create a diverse pool of individuals in terms of several
characteristics. First, I aimed to interview an equal number of male and female
patients. In total I interviewed five of each. Second, I aimed to create a pool of
interviewees who were not battling the same addiction and/or using the same drugs as
one another. To that end, the patients I interviewed differed in terms of the type of
substance(s) they had been abusing (e.g., the substances varied from alcohol to
methamphetamine to heroin). Third, I aimed to interview patients who varied
significantly in the amount of time they had been at the facility as well as their
impetus for coming to Rosecrance. Thus, some individuals I spoke with arrived by
way of court order, others at the urging of their families, and others by way of the
schools after having been involved in disciplinary action. Lastly, the patients I spoke
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with had a wide variety of experiences with the healing garden, from brief five
minute walks to hour long art/meditation sessions.
Interview procedure and setting.
The procedure for conducting patient interviews was semi-structured (see Appendix
J, for a copy of the format). Patient interviews took place between the hours of 9:00
am and 7:00 pm over the course of five days. Each interview lasted no longer than
twenty minutes and the majority of interviews occurred within the communal living
areas of the residential wings. While within sight of staff and other patients, the
interviews were conducted one-on-one, and were not audible to others due to the
distance between the location of the interviewees and the location of other
individuals. Each patient was assured that their responses would be kept confidential.
As well, I let them know that they could skip any questions they did not wish to
answer and that they could stop the interview at any time.
Staff
Selection of interviewees.
After providing information regarding the nature of my visit to various individuals in
administration, word spread of my research. I approached, and was approached by, a
number of staff members in addition to the employees I was introduced to upon
arrival at Rosecrance. In casual conversation with these individuals, and usually
following a series of questions that were directed at me, I was able to ascertain
whether or not individuals were familiar with the garden. I ultimately selected ten
staff members to interview based on several criteria. First, I selected staff members
who had some degree of familiarity with the garden, whether they were actually able
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to spend a significant amount of time in the garden or not. I chose not to interview
individuals who had no experience or knowledge regarding the space. Second, I
created a pool of interviewees that had a wide range of ties to the garden. At one end
of the spectrum were individuals who spent a great deal of time in the healing garden
both in the context of serving as support staff for patients as well as personally. At
the opposite end of the spectrum were individuals who perhaps only enjoyed the
garden briefly by themselves. Third, I wanted to collect data from staff members at
Rosecrance who held a variety of types of positions at the facility. To achieve this I
selected individuals with distinctly different roles at the facility, from administrative
to patient support positions. Lastly, as a matter of practicality I selected interviewees
who were able to take time from their schedule to participate in the twenty minute
interview.
Interview procedure and setting.
I interviewed staff members in a variety of settings, but for the most part I
interviewed individuals within their particular work setting. In each instance the
interviews lasted less than twenty minutes and were not audible to others as they were
in a closed area such as an office. Staff interviewees were informed that the
interviews would be kept confidential, that they had the opportunity to skip any
questions they wished, and that they could terminate the interview at any point. (For
the format of these interviews see Appendix K.)
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Family Members
Selection of interviewees.
All of the informal interviews with family members were conducted over the course
of one family weekend. While not all families participate in family weekend, this is
the single most extensive amount of time they spend at the facility. As with both the
patients and staff at Rosecrance, I wanted to interview a diverse pool of individuals.
However, because there were far fewer family members from which to select
interviewees, I eventually spoke with nearly everyone present in order to achieve ten
respondents.
Interview procedure and setting.
While it was my original intent to conduct semi-structured interviews with all three
user groups, I made a significant adjustment to my interview protocol concerning the
families of patients. During my initial days of fieldwork at Rosecrance, I spent the
first evening and the following two days in the “family program.” This program is
held nearly every weekend of the year. It is designed to introduce families to the
facility, provide them with information regarding the course of treatment, give
families an overview of the disease of addiction, and provide an opportunity to visit
their loved one. After spending the better part of an entire weekend with the family
program, I chose to conduct informal rather than semi-structured interviews with the
family members of patients for the reasons discussed below.
Over the course of two and half days I spent approximately fifteen hours with these
families, during which time it became apparent that it was not appropriate to conduct
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semi-structured interviews with this group for a number of reasons. First, I learned
that many of these families had traveled a great distance, some as many as ten hours,
to be with their loved one and I was reluctant to cut into the limited time they had
together. Second, for a number of family members this was their initial introduction
to the seriousness of their loved ones’ struggle with addiction. Thus, due to the
emotionally exhausting nature of their time at the facility, it seemed inappropriate to
ask more of their time. Third, I chose not to conduct semi-structured interviews with
family members because the structure of family weekend, which included info
sessions and breaks, allowed me to less obtrusively conduct a number of informal
interviews. In total, over the course of one family weekend I was able to speak with
approximately eleven family members.7
Because I chose to conduct informal rather than semi-structured interviews with
family members during family weekend, the procedure for these interviews
necessarily varied from the procedure used during the interviews with patients and
staff.
The format of each day included a number of sessions with several short breaks
between topics as well as longer breaks for lunch. (For my schedule during family
weekend as well as a breakdown of how I spent my time during the rest of the week,
see Appendix L.) During these breaks I was able to speak with family members
about their experiences over the weekend and the role the healing garden had played
in their visit to the facility. Although I was not asking pointed questions, there was a
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In addition, due to both the time intensive nature of family weekend and the structure of the
weekend’s activities, these three days afforded a number of opportunities for me to collect information
by observation of family members both with and without their loved ones.
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list of questions to which I was hoping to gather answers (see Appendix M.) While
most of these interchanges lasted five minutes at most, over the course of the
weekend I was able to speak to the same individuals multiple times. Therefore, in
total, I spoke with each family member for nearly the same amount of time as I spoke
with individuals who were either a patient or staff member.
Data Analysis Process
Because the information I collected through archival research, observations, and
interviews (both semi-structured and informal) was qualitative information, I used a
variety of methods to search for overarching commonalities, disparities and themes.
Organizing fieldwork materials and information
In order to do this, I began by first typing up the notes I created while conducting
observations of the healing garden. I divided these notes into three sections
pertaining to each of the three groups I was investigating: patients, staff, and families
of patients.
During the interview process I took copious notes that I then transcribed at the end of
each day. Thus, preparing this information for the analysis portion of my research
was primarily a matter of organizing my typed notes. Once all of this information
was organized, I printed the text and separated it into groups based upon whether the
subject was a patient, staff member, or family member. Next, I physically cut and
pasted each sentence I had transcribed. After I completed this task I then went
through all of the data with an eye towards each specific goal of the healing garden
and comments that related to that particular goal either in terms of usage or in terms
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of a specific element. In order to thoroughly analyze the data, the individual
comments from the three types of users were sorted into the six categories related to
the goals of a healing garden. The following table (Table 1) illustrates the objectives
the definition of a healing garden outlines for each of the three types of users.
Table 1: Primary Objectives of a Healing Garden for Different User Groups.
Objectives of a healing garden

Patients

Staff

Natural distractions

x

x

Families
of
Patients
x

Stress reducing features

x

x

x

Sense of control

x

Physical movement and exercise

x

Opportunities for social support

x

x

x

Spaces for meaningful interactions with loved ones

x

e.g., A healing garden should provide:

x

This method proved extremely useful for several reasons. First, I was able to see at a
quick glance which goals and/or corresponding elements were most often discussed.
Second, I was able to quickly identify which features were mentioned most frequently
within a particular goal. Third, I was able to easily identify which features were
mentioned in regard to several goals and thus figured prominently among multiple
objectives.
I used this same method of creating distinct layers related to the garden’s goals for
each of the three subject groups: patients, staff, families of patients. This allowed me
to then compare the data across the groups. In order to analyze key similarities and
differences among the three populations using the garden I made a matrix (presented
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in Appendix N) that summarized the information I had received from each group as it
related to each particular goal. From this I was then able to draw larger conclusions
from the complete set of data I had collected.
Summary
In this chapter I presented the methods I employed to collect information via a post
occupancy evaluation of the healing garden at the Rosecrance drug and alcohol
rehabilitation facility. The methods I used included archival research, observation,
and interviews (both semi-structured and informal) of three specific types of subjects:
patients, staff, and families of patients. In this chapter I also described the manner in
which I organized and analyzed the data I collected. In the next chapter I will discuss
my findings.
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS
Plants take away some of the anxiety and tension of the immediate moment by
showing us that there are long-enduring patterns in life: it takes time for a
cutting to grow roots, for a seed to germinate, for a leaf to open.
— Charles A. Lewis, “Gardening as Healing Process”
Introduction
The findings from this case study of the Rosecrance healing garden are divided into
five sections. The first section lists and defines the various goals of a healing garden
for each of the three user groups. The second section in this chapter addresses which
particular design elements most successfully achieve the goals of a healing garden
pertaining to each user group. The third section provides a comparison of how the
findings from this study relate to the expected findings. The fourth section addresses
similarities and differences in terms of benefits across the three user groups. Lastly,
the fifth section provides insight into a number of significant benefits this particular
healing garden is providing which fall outside of the standard goals of a healing
garden.
Goals of a Healing Garden Specific to
Each User Group
As outlined previously, there are distinct goals a healing garden, by definition, should
provide for each of three user groups: patients, staff, and families of patients. The
following table (Table 2) lists these goals and highlights to which user group or
groups each goal applies. This table also outlines various functions and opportunities
within the Rosecrance healing garden which serve to achieve these goals.
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Table 2: Objectives of a Healing Garden and Activities/Opportunities That
Correspond to these Objectives
Objectives of a
healing garden:
Natural distractions

Patients

Staff

visible from
residential space

visible from
facility and
workspaces

Stress reducing features space for
meditation

visible from
facility and
workspaces

space to practice
coping skills,
e.g. raking gravel

Families of
Patients
Provide neutral
topics for
discussion
are able to
walk in the
garden with
loved ones

visible from
residential space
Sense of control

opportunity to ask
for “walk & talk”

Physical movement and one lap around the
exercise
pond after each
meal
Opportunities for social active:
support
“walk & talk”
group processing
passive:
nearness with
others
Spaces for interaction
with loved ones

provides neutral
topics for
conversation
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N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

available during
lunch breaks

opportunity to
spend time in
the garden
provides space for
with others
staff to converse

N/A

provides
neutral topics
for discussion

Patients
By definition, a healing garden should be designed with the goal of achieving six
distinct functions in terms of patient care. First, the space should provide a number of
natural distractions, such as flowing and active water, wildlife, or a variety of sounds
and should serve to shift the mental focus of the patient. Second, a healing garden
should incorporate a number of features which serve to lower a patient’s level of
stress. Third, a healing garden should be designed so as to provide a setting in which
there are opportunities for social support – defined in general terms as “perceived
emotional support or caring, and material or physical aid, that person receives from
others” (Marcus and Barnes 1999, 42). Fourth, a healing garden should provide
opportunities for the patient to feel a sense of control, such as being able to choose
which paths to use or where to sit. Fifth, the garden should be designed in such a
manner so as to foster interaction with loved ones. Sixth, and lastly, the design of a
healing garden should provide opportunities for exercise for patients, if appropriate.
Staff
Three of the six goals the design of a healing garden should achieve for patients, its
design should accomplish for staff. First, the garden should provide natural
distractions. Second, the design of the healing garden should aim to lower workrelated stress levels for staff. Third, the garden should be designed in a manner so as
to provide opportunities for social support from coworkers.
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Families of Patients
While providing natural distractions, stress reducing features, and social support for
both staff and patients, a healing garden should also aim to provide these same three
benefits for the families of patients. In addition, the design of a healing garden
should also strive to offer spaces that provide opportunities for families to interact
with their loved one.
In seeking to accomplish these goals, designers have the opportunity to employ a
number of design elements. With limited budgets and resources, it is important to
examine which features best achieve the goals the designers of healing gardens are
hoping to attain. The following section will examine which design elements among
those at Rosecrance are best accomplishing the goals of a healing garden as targeted
to each of the three user groups.
Effectiveness of Design Elements in Relation
to Goals of the Healing Garden
The following table (Table 3) illustrates the design elements most often cited when
each user group was asked about their experiences of the healing garden in relation to
its intended goals. The elements are listed in descending order with the most
frequently cited elements at the top of the list.
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Table 3: Design Elements in Relation to Goals of the Healing Garden
Patients

Staff

Families of
patients

Natural distractions

waterfall
fish
trees
gravel
rocks
pond
plants
paths

waterfall
fish
wildlife
still water
plants

fish
still water

Stress reduction

waterfall
fish
birds
rocks
pond

waterfall
birds
frogs
chipmunks

koi
still water

Sense of control

gravel paths

N/A

N/A

Physical movement and
exercise

paths

N/A

N/A

Opportunities for social support

paths
serenity circles

Interaction with loved ones

*none cited
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*none cited or
observed

N/A

paths
benches/
resting
points
paths

Patients
Natural Distractions
In terms of providing natural distractions, patients most frequently cited the waterfall
as capturing their attention because of its visual properties and sound. The next most
often cited attention-grabbing features were the koi fish, the trees, and the gravel,
although they were each mentioned with approximately half the frequency of the
waterfall. Other features, including the rocks, pond, plants, forest and paths, all
functioned equally in terms of natural distractions, although these were only cited
roughly twenty-five percent as often as the waterfall. Nearly one-third of patients
noted that at least one element (if not the garden as a whole) allowed them to “take
their mind off things.”
Stress Reduction
Regarding the goal of stress reduction, patients again overwhelmingly cited the
waterfall as the design feature which most contributed to reducing their stress level
for both its auditory and visual properties. Patients also noted the koi, birds, rocks,
pond, and “sounds in general” as elements which aided in stress reduction. Here
again, these elements were cited nearly half as often as patients noted the waterfall.
One patient in particular noted the healing garden “has natural stress reducers your
body reacts to, [you] become more calm, birds chirping, fish swimming, the pitter
patter of feet on the bridge, leaves brushing across the cement.” This patient
continued, “they are all sounds that calm me down and make me think of peace.”
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Sense of Control
All of the patients I spoke with noted that having a sense of control was very
important. However, the patients I spoke with were evenly divided as to whether
being in the healing garden allowed them to feel a greater sense of control. Half of
the individuals I spoke with did not feel as though they had any more control during
their time in the garden while the other half of the individuals I spoke with said they
felt slightly more control.
The individuals who noted they felt more control while in the garden were divided as
to whether this was connected to a specific element within the garden or to the garden
as a whole. The individuals who cited a specific feature within the garden
overwhelmingly noted that the pathways in particular had a significant impact. Most
of these individuals had developed raking and creating designs in the pathways as one
of their coping skills.
Opportunities for Exercise
The majority of patients I spoke with noted that exercise was an important part of
recovery and/or one of their coping skills. One patient in particular noted that he liked
to take walks if he was “angry or sad or frustrated.” Another patient commented, “I
don’t feel like I need to walk quickly. I just want to embrace the time I have in there.”
Although the patients I spoke with did not cite any particular elements directly in
terms of exercise, they spoke a great deal of walking along the paths in the healing
garden. In addition, I observed each patient group going out to the garden for a lap
following meals. Thus, pathways were clearly an important element in providing an
opportunity to exercise, although perhaps not always recognized as such.
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Social Support
In terms of providing social support, several patients noted the paths and “serenity
circles” used for group meetings as elements contributing to this goal. In addition,
during my observations, patients were frequently seen (and heard) engaging in
unstructured conversation along the paths en route to other activities.
Opportunities for Interaction with Loved Ones
Patients did not cite any particular elements as fostering opportunities for interaction
with loved ones, although I observed several patients in the garden with their
families. In addition, due to the nature of this facility and the distance from patients’
families, there were not a lot of opportunities for family visits. There were, however
several patients who discussed how much they enjoyed showing their families around
the garden and pointing out particular areas to them.
Staff
Natural Distractions
Staff overwhelmingly noted the waterfall, among a number of other features, as
providing natural distractions. They also noted, with roughly half the frequency, the
pond and koi fish as elements which helped to create natural distractions. Other
elements less frequently cited as providing natural distractions included wildlife such
as birds, chipmunks and frogs, slow moving water, plants and trees. In general terms
these elements together successfully provided the benefits of natural distractions.
One staff member in discussing a walk around the healing garden during a
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particularly difficult day relayed that while in the garden she got “caught up in the
beauty of it all.”
Stress Reduction
Staff members cited a number of these same elements in helping to reduce stress and
helping “to let go of everything” (in the words of one employee). Both the sight and
sound of the waterfall again was noted with the greatest amount of frequency. In
addition, a number of staff members added that the garden as a whole served to help
alleviate their stress.
Opportunities for Social Support
Although there are a number of benches located within the garden and tables with
seating from which to view the garden, there were no elements cited by staff as
helping to foster social support. In addition, with the exception of one individual who
suggested the interview take place in the garden, I did not observe anyone using the
benches or tables.
Families of patients
Due to the fact that family members were at the facility for a much shorter duration
than patients or staff, the amount of time I was able to observe them was far more
limited. Likewise, although the information gained during my informal interviews
with them was valuable, it was also somewhat limited. Therefore, it is important to be
cognizant of the risk of over-generalizing based on interpretation. Nevertheless, with
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this caveat in mind, several design elements appeared to successfully achieve the
goals targeted towards this user group.
Natural Distractions
I observed a large majority of the family members present during family weekend
leaning over the railings of the deck watching the fish. These family members
generally spent between five and ten minutes observing the koi or other pond wildlife.
While this may not seem to be a lengthy amount of time, it was often the entire
duration of the break time offered. Furthermore, several family members mentioned
how much they enjoyed observing the fish.
Stress Reduction
In regard to the goal of stress reduction, I do not feel confident inferring from
observation whether individuals’ stress levels were reduced. However, in our
conversations, family members spoke of enjoying the garden.
Opportunities for Social Support
In terms of achieving the goal of providing opportunities for social support, there
appeared to be several successful design elements. First, nearly all of the family
members who attended the program with a significant other (or additional member of
the family) took the opportunity at some point to walk along the pathways in the
garden.
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Interaction with Loved Ones
The amount of time families had with their loved one was very limited, in many cases
less than one hour. Therefore, many families opted to stay inside during the time they
had together. However, the families that did spend time in the garden together
appeared to make use of the paths within the space. In addition, families appeared to
pause at certain points to take in specific features within the garden such as the
willow tree or the waterfall.
Success in Achieving Goals as Compared
with Expectations
Patients
All of the patients I spoke with stated the healing garden was beneficial in terms of
stress reduction. Several individuals noted that the healing garden helped them to
relax and said they could feel their heart rate slow and their mind stop racing while
they were in, or in some cases, approaching the space. One patient noted that while
in the garden they did not feel “as anxious or worried about anything.” They added,
“sometimes when I go in the garden I just have a good day the rest of the day.”
Another stated “every step I take towards the garden my stress level declines a little
bit.” Several individuals mentioned that the garden was useful in helping to reduce
their stress level because the garden provided a pleasant place for them to practice
helpful coping skills such as “processing” or meditation. Regarding the latter, one
patient stated, “that is the best place to meditate.” They added, “I listen to the sounds,
listen to the birds, listen to the fountain; it just relieves a lot of stress… because it’s so
calm [in] the serenity garden, can’t get better than that.” In addition, in terms of
stress reduction there were several significant discoveries regarding the benefits of
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the healing garden for patients as compared with the expected findings. Nearly half
of the patients I spoke with stated they felt their stress level decrease while looking at
the garden without physically being in the garden. In discussing this further with
patients, it appeared there were two reasons for this. One, when viewed from indoors
the garden as a whole provided a view of nature that helped to lessen the stress level
of patients by virtue of its visual properties. Two, many patients commented that
viewing the garden, without actually being in the garden, helped lower their stress
level because they were aware of, and able to connect with, the way in which they felt
when they were in the garden.
In terms of providing an atmosphere for social support, the garden was successful in
two specific ways. First, a number of patients used the garden for active means of
receiving social support such as the “walk and talk” in which they were able to speak
directly with a staff member. Other active uses of the garden to provide support
included group sessions during which patients were able to “process” with each other.
In contrast to active uses of the garden for providing social support, some individuals
discussed the garden in terms of providing support in a passive sense. Although often
silent, simply the presence of other individuals nearby in a similar circumstance gave
patients a sense of having social support.
In terms of providing exercise, it was interesting to observe that although the garden
is not used for particularly intense physical activity, it plays an important role in
relation to exercise in several ways. First, for a number of patients whose bodies are
severely damaged by drug abuse, this mild form of exercise is an important first step
in incorporating activity back into their lives. Second, while patients are also
involved in a formal recreation program, mild exercise in the garden gives them
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another exercise option, and a number of individuals noted that being in the garden
was much more pleasant than being in the gym which made exercise more appealing.
Approximately two-thirds of the patients I spoke with stated they were able to get
some degree of exercise while in the garden although most acknowledged that it was
a relatively mild form of exercise. One patient relayed that the healing garden was
“not the place for a jog,” but rather a place where walking helped him to gain “a new
mindset.” Another patient noted that walking in the garden was one of the few times
they were able to “enjoy” their “feet moving outdoors.” Another individual stated
that walking outside felt more natural than walking indoors “like little soldiers.” Yet
another individual stated that while walking in the garden they “don’t have to focus
on walking because there’s all this other stuff to look at.”
The patient experience at Rosecrance is, necessarily, highly structured in order to
achieve the goals and manage the steps of the recovery process. Patients follow a
daily schedule and a number of behavioral guidelines help them get the most out of
their time at the facility. While this structure is imperative to the recovery process,
many patients expressed the feeling that they have little control. Within the confines
of the garden they must be within sight of a staff member at all times, and therefore,
patients do not have complete freedom in the garden. However, other aspects of the
garden, when considered in this context, illustrate that patients do have some
additional control while in the space. First, if they are having a particularly difficult
time, they are able to ask to go in the garden with a staff member for a “walk and
talk.” Second, there are not a lot of opportunities for unstructured conversation at the
facility. However, several individuals commented that the opportunity for open
conversation in the garden allowed them to feel a greater sense of control. Third,
outings in the garden allow patients some degree of control as I witnessed there were
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a variety of spaces where they could choose to sit, from a grassy lawn to a rock
outcropping. Fourth, as one patient noted, although they were still being watched
over, they didn’t feel as though they were as confined. Lastly, another patient stated
that they felt a greater sense of control simply owing to the fact that they liked being
in the garden and therefore, were able to be where they wanted to be.
Staff
The most significant finding in terms of the garden’s benefit to staff was in relation to
the goal of providing opportunities for social support. Rather than using the garden
as a means of social support, the staff overwhelmingly chose to visit the garden as a
respite from the facility indoors. In this sense the garden functioned well by
providing a place for employees to be alone or take a break, although often this did
not include spending time in the garden with others.
Families of Patients
While one of the goals of a healing garden is to create physical spaces which provide
opportunities for families to be with their loved ones, one of the most interesting
findings regarding this garden related to families and their loved ones in a very
different manner. While the garden does provide spaces for families to be alone with
their loved one, it is even more important that the garden offers a wealth of neutral
subject matter for families and patients to discuss. For many families their loved
ones’ addiction had often led to lying, stealing, and a lack of trust. Consequently,
neutral topics were extremely valuable in helping to rebuild these relationships. Thus,
as one patient described, “it’s nice not just talking about situations, talking about the
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willow trees, and being able to walk in a beautiful setting with something nice to talk
about.”
Evaluation of Similarities and Differences in Benefits
of the Healing Garden Among User Groups
Both patients and staff members cited that the healing garden was beneficial in
providing natural distractions as well as helping to lessen their degree of stress.
Furthermore, there were a number of similarities in the specific elements each group
cited as achieving these benefits. Both groups overwhelmingly noted the sound and
sight of the waterfall as well as the overall variety in the garden as providing benefits.
For both the staff user group and the patient user group, the interviewees were
divided regarding how long the benefits of the garden lasted. For each group roughly
half of the interviewees noted that the stress reducing benefits lasted only as long as
they were physically in the garden. The other half of interviewees noted that the
benefits could last much longer, anywhere from hours to days, “until the stress built
up again” whether it built up gradually or occurred suddenly.
Both patients and staff also noted that viewing the garden without being in the space
had a positive effect in terms of stress reduction. Because the garden can be seen
from both the residential living spaces as well as spaces used by staff members in
their day-to-day work, this is a significant finding.
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Benefits of the Healing Garden Outside
of the Established Goals
Patients
There were four significant benefits patients experienced which fell outside of the
established goals of a healing garden.
First, in discussing the healing garden, nearly half of the patients I spoke with
mentioned that the space helped them recognize and connect with some form of a
higher power. This higher power was not necessarily any one particular being but
rather a guiding force in their lives. Several individuals cited nature itself as being a
stabilizing force in their life. In facing their addictions and learning to live day by
day, approximately one third of the patients noted the importance of sensing a
connection to a higher being. As one patient stated, “I don’t think I could be here
without the serenity garden because for so many of us nature is our higher power.”
Yet another patient noted, “when I’m in the serenity garden I feel like I’m not at
Rosecrance, like I’m not in rehab. I love being empowered by nature.”
Second, more than half the patients I spoke with discussed specific elements within
the garden as being an integral part of practicing and learning critical coping skills.
Some patients used their time in the garden to either exercise or journal. Other
patients noted that having the opportunity to rake the gravel pathways in the garden
served as a useful coping skill.
Third, for patients whose lives had begun to spiral out of control prior to entering
treatment, the garden was extremely valuable in terms of helping them establish
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stability and reincorporate various skills in their lives. For example, after every meal
patients walked a lap around the pond which helped them begin to incorporate
exercise back into their life as well as begin to develop a new sense of routine.
Fourth, because Rosecrance is an adolescent facility, many of the patients in
treatment were accustomed to using drugs and/or alcohol outdoors in order to hide
their addiction(s) from their parents. Therefore, for many patients the outdoors
became a triggering experience eliciting the desire to use once again. However, the
healing garden provided a valuable opportunity for patients to experience being
triggered while still being in a supportive environment. As one staff member noted
“better to be triggered here where we can help them handle it than on the outside.”
Thus, the healing garden served as a useful tool for helping patients face and learn to
handle challenges head on in a supportive environment.
Staff
Regarding the success of the garden in relation to staff members, of the individuals I
spoke with, the garden successfully provided both natural distractions as well as
stress-relieving features. More frequently, the staff also found the garden highly
beneficial in terms of providing a sense of escape and a way to “get away” from the
stressfulness of their jobs. One staff member in particular commented, “it’s like
going on a little mini-vacation. Where else could you work and come out and see this
sight?” Another noted that while they were in the garden they felt like they could “let
go of everything.”
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Families of patients
The garden appeared to function successfully in terms of providing natural
distractions and stress-reducing features for the families of patients. However,
another intended goal of a healing garden is to provide opportunities for meaningful
interactions with loved ones. One generally thinks of this as providing the physical
space to be with loved ones, but in this particular case a key finding was that
providing neutral subject matter for families to discuss was of greater importance.
Summary: Key Findings
This research yielded three key findings. First, for each of the three user groups the
effects of the elements within the healing garden were so profound that they were
able to have a positive impact on these individuals without them physically being in
the garden. That is, viewing the garden from afar served to both relieve stress as well
as provide natural distractions. Second, one of the greatest benefits of the healing
garden was its ability to provide neutral topics, such as wildlife or plants, for family
members and patients to discuss. Through the common experience of being in the
garden, families were able to begin to reconnect by discussing pleasant subjects.
Third, while design elements within the space served to achieve the intended goals of
this healing garden, the space also served as a powerful instrument in allowing
individuals to connect with their higher power whether that be religiously grounded
or based in nature itself.
In the next chapter I will discuss lessons learned from these findings as well as the
manner in which they informed both my recommendations and suggested design
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guidelines. I will also discuss the limits of this research as well as opportunities for
future research.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
In the not too-distant future, we will be able to quantify quite accurately the
therapeutic effects of the landscape so that medical technology will be combined with
sensory stimulation in the natural garden environment to help the patient heal both
body and mind. It is exhilarating to see the healthcare community come full circle
after some 2,000 years and rediscover what is important in the healing process. It is
encoded in our DNA. For centuries, the sound of water, leaves and animals; the sight
of the landscape and the colors; the smell and fragrance of all the wonderful plants
have been within us. Getting back to the long, enduring patterns of nature will heal
us. These are our cues for design and the key to understanding ourselves.
— James D. Burnett, “Therapeutic Effects of Landscape Architecture”

Introduction
The positive benefits of therapeutic landscapes are clear, and although these benefits
are profound, it should not be assumed that healing gardens are a cure-all for any
affliction. Rather, the more we learn about therapeutic spaces, the clearer it becomes
that their benefits are closely linked to the particulars of the disease we are
addressing.
Lessons Learned
In the words of Dr. Joanne Westphal, “We’re just on the cutting edge in beginning to
understand guiding principles for therapeutic site design.” However, at the core is the
knowledge that “therapeutic” design is different for every disease (Martin 2002, 82).
To that end, this case study served as exploratory research that yielded three key
lessons particular to healing gardens as they relate to the disease of addiction.
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First, while the existing goals of healing gardens are relevant to drug and alcohol
rehabilitation facilities, it is clear that there are additional particulars which must be
considered. In regard to patients, as is the case with other therapeutic spaces, the
goals of providing natural distractions, stress reduction and social support are
important. However, in the context of a drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility, there
are additional factors which must be considered in order to accomplish the goals of
control, exercise, social support and interaction with loved ones. In relation to
providing a sense of control, it is crucial to recognize that individuals in addiction
treatment programs, particularly adolescents, have far less control than individuals in
other healthcare settings. Second, regarding the goal of providing opportunities for
meaningful interactions with loved ones, these interactions may differ significantly as
compared with family interactions in other settings. The disease of addiction changes
people. In the words of family program coordinator Mary Roufa, “by the time a
person gets to addiction, they no longer have a choice.” As a result, in contrast to
family visits at other types of healthcare facilities, family visits here can be fraught
with tension and stress. Third, while providing natural distractions is one of the key
goals healing gardens are designed to achieve, “staying present” and “staying in the
moment” are equally important goals for individuals in drug and alcohol
rehabilitation programs. Thus, in addition to elements which provide natural
distractions, elements which help individuals remain connected with their thoughts
can be highly beneficial as well. One patient spoke to this saying, “I feel like the
garden helps people, not just addicts, to live in the moment, moment by moment and
helps people see the bigger picture. It’s insightful.” Another patient stated,
“whenever you go out there you leave behind your worldly concerns. You’re just
there in that moment.”
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The second lesson I learned from this research was that in contrast to other healing
gardens, the benefits patients derived from being in this space were largely a result of
various programmatic activities. For example, not only was the healing garden a
pleasant place for individuals to be, but the space provided a positive setting in which
to learn valuable coping skills such as meditation and journaling. Other individuals
used the garden to practice exercise as a coping skill, including one patient who
commented, “I like to walk when I am not having a good day.” Another patient
commented, “when I’m walking I have a more peaceful view, [I can see] both sides
of the problem or negative thought, but it’s so peaceful I think of more positive things
to get rid of the negative.” Thus, the healing garden provides an appealing setting in
which to practice a variety of skills. In addition, the garden served as a useful space
in terms of teaching patients how to face challenges in their recovery head on through
“processing” with others and understanding how to “make new memories” (in the
words of one instructor). While at first, for some individuals the garden can be a
triggering space, through practicing the various activities which take place in the
garden in a supportive space, it becomes a valuable learning environment.
Lastly, I learned that for each of the three user groups, the healing garden as a whole
provided benefits greater than just the sum of its parts. This is best illustrated by the
fact that many individuals, both patients and staff, noted that they felt better simply
by looking at the garden from afar regardless of the fact that they were not physically
in the space. As one patient stated, “When I’m out there, I can do what I want to do.
The only thing I want to do (be in the garden), I can!” For staff members, the garden
served as a reminder to keep perspective in the face of challenging days. Simply
stated “when I go out there I am reminded this is a good place, not a bad place” in the
words of one long-standing staff member. Another staff member noted, “It’s the
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essence of peace while I’m out there. You feel like you’re not at work.” In addition,
many individuals, both patients and staff, noted that the healing garden served a
unique purpose in that it was a place where they were able to go to “reset.” In the
words of one patient, “if I’m having a bad day and I go out there, everything can start
over fresh, it’s very rejuvenating.” In the words of another, “when you go out there,
it’s like waking up from a bad day. You’re not mad anymore.” Lastly, for the
families of patients, in the face of difficult times, the garden not only provided
opportunities for goals such as social support and stress reduction but in the larger
context purely gave them something to look forward to when coming to the facility.
Recommendations
Because this research explored the benefits of a particular healing garden in a new
context, that of a drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility, these recommendations have
been divided into two categories. The first set of recommendations pertains to the
existing goals of a healing garden. The second set of recommendations is comprised
of design guidelines that can be applied to the design of healing gardens in drug and
alcohol rehabilitation facilities in the future.
Recommendation for an Additional Goal to be Included
in the Definition of a Healing Garden
As previously mentioned, one of the most significant findings of this research was
that the Rosecrance healing garden allowed individuals to connect with a higher
power. While most individuals did not cite particular design elements or features that
facilitated this, the healing garden as a whole proved to be immensely powerful. For
individuals in drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs such as this one, connecting
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to a higher power is often crucial in allowing them to feel grounded as well as giving
these individuals a sense of hope. The benefits of helping individuals connect with
their higher power are much like the benefits healing gardens are designed to provide
in the way of social support. In addition, both patients and staff noted the
opportunities the garden provided for connecting with a higher power, often described
as something larger than themselves. While in the garden a number of patients and
staff described their experience in terms of seeing themselves as part of a much
broader context. Frequently these individuals noted that having a sense of a
connection to a higher power helped them put things in perspective. In the words of
one particular patient, “when I’m out there it’s a good way to put things in
perspective because you realize how big the world really is.” Similarly, a staff
member stated, “I am honestly a very spiritual person. It’s just a reminder that all is
well with the world. It’s peaceful, it reminds me how much bigger the world is than
we are, and that’s a nice thought.” Another staff member simply stated, “you
recognize you are just a small part of a much bigger world.” For many individuals
the act of going to the garden and observing nature reminded them on some level that
there were larger forces at work in the world, and many individuals conveyed that this
was a thought which brought great peace to them. Likewise, providing opportunities
for individuals to connect with their higher power may provide the same benefit in
other healthcare settings. For this reason, I recommend that “providing opportunities
to feel a connection with a higher power” be added to the list of goals healing gardens
are designed to achieve.
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Design Guidelines for Healing Gardens in Drug and
Alcohol Rehabilitation Facilities
Existing Successful Elements
Based upon this case study, a number of design elements functioned successfully to
achieve the goals of this particular healing garden. However, three design elements
in particular have proven to be indispensable in the setting of a drug and alcohol
rehabilitation facility. Each of these elements not only successfully achieves one or
more goals of a healing garden, but also serves to benefit a broad range of users.
First, the waterfall was frequently cited by patients, staff and families of patients as
providing a visually powerful natural distraction as well as alleviating stress by means
of sound. In the words of one particular patient, “the waterfall is the picture of
Rosecrance in your head, so those images last.” Another patient noted, “by the
waterfall is really peaceful, looking at everything, it’s so beautiful it takes my mind
off what I’m thinking so I’m really relaxed.” Second, the koi fish within the pond,
were also cited by each of the three user groups as being highly beneficial in terms of
providing stress reduction and natural distractions. In addition, several family
members added that the fish not only provided a neutral subject for conversation but
also could be enjoyed by other, younger family members. Third, the “serenity
circles” provided a setting in which individuals were able to learn coping skills,
receive social support, and participate in activities such as journaling, which in turn
aided in lowering their stress levels. Thus, this particular design element was one of
the most versatile in providing therapeutic benefits.
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Additional Elements
While the waterfall, koi, and “serenity circles” aided in accomplishing the goals of
this healing garden, the inclusion of other elements could serve to augment these
goals.
First, because settings such as this one are highly controlled, every effort should be
made to provide opportunities for patients to feel a sense of control. Several patients
stated they did not feel a greater amount of control while in the garden owing to the
fact that they must still be accompanied by, and in sight of, staff members. One
patient stated that he didn’t feel much control because they could not usually choose
where to go. Echoing this sentiment, another patient noted that they often go out to
the garden after meals for a lap, but that the route is always the same and is not
something they are able to choose. To this end, whenever possible, it is crucial to
allow patients to choose where they are able to walk, and therefore it is important to
provide several suitable options for various types of paths. Because these individuals
must be supervised at all times, it is important to provide pathways and spaces which
can be easily monitored by staff members while allowing individuals a choice as to
what areas of the garden they are able to visit. In addition, interactive elements such
as gravel paths helped many individuals feel a greater sense of control. This
particular design feature was especially successful because patients are given the
freedom to rake and create designs of their choosing in the gravel and therefore is an
important element to be included in healing gardens.
Second, as previously discussed, providing neutral subject matter for conversation is
highly beneficial as it pertains to the goal of promoting meaningful interactions with
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loved ones. In a number of instances however, where supervision is required and
visitation time is limited, it is important to provide these neutral “topics for
conversation” in close proximity to the facility. Some of the most commonly cited
subjects of conversation were the koi fish and the willow tree, and thus efforts should
be made to locate elements such as these near main buildings where patients can be
close to these elements, with their families, yet still in sight of staff.
Third, in facilities such as this one where staff members expressed a desire for time
alone more often than a preference for social support, providing additional spaces
apart from the activities within the garden could be highly beneficial. Several staff
members noted that they used their time in the garden to “get away” from their work
but that when others came outside and the garden was full of loud activity, they no
longer were able to relax. Therefore, in helping to provide the feeling of rejuvenation
many of these individuals are looking for, it is important to provide seating in quiet
areas or spaces screened by other sounds (such as that of the waterfall). In addition,
staff members varied as to what type of conditions they preferred, and therefore, it is
important to provide both shaded and sunny spaces.
Limits of this Research
Although performing a case study of the Rosecrance healing garden yielded exciting
and relevant findings, there were also three limiting factors pertaining to this research.
First, due to the fact that at present healing gardens within drug and alcohol
rehabilitation facilities are extremely rare, I was unable to perform any comparative
evaluation of the data I collected. Comparative evaluations are extremely beneficial
in discerning trends across facilities as well as determining whether any particular
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findings were anomalies, perhaps due to another characteristic of this particular
facility. In addition, because this was an adolescent treatment facility, I would
hesitate to make comparisons to other facilities which treat adults. Second, as a factor
of the amount of time I was able to spend at the facility, I was restricted to studying a
fairly small sample size in terms of collecting information via participant observation
and interviews. While I was able to conduct more than twenty interviews, more time
at the facility would afford me the opportunity to speak with and observe more
individuals at a given time. In addition, if I were able to spend a longer period of
time at the facility, I would have a larger pool of individuals, particularly patients and
families, to collect data from as current patients completed the program and new
patients began. Third, because the families of patients at this particular drug and
alcohol rehabilitation center do not necessarily live in close proximity to the facility
and therefore, are not frequent visitors to the site, the amount of information I was
able to collect from families was limited. Unfortunately, because families were not at
the facility often or for lengthy amounts of time, they did not have extensive
experience with the healing garden although the potential for it to be an integral part
of their visits exists.
Opportunities for Future Research
This research was conducted as an exploratory study of a particular healing garden
within a drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility for adolescents. Therefore, in order
to validate the applications of this research in other scenarios, future research is
needed. This research would ideally take place in the following four realms.
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First, additional research is needed in order to gather information from a larger and
more diverse sample population of patients, staff, and families of patients alike. This
is a crucial step in rigorously testing the validity of these findings as a minimum
sample size is required for data to be of significance. Furthermore, in order to
investigate the viability of applying these findings to adult populations at drug and
alcohol rehabilitation facilities, future research could focus on individuals who are
eighteen years of age or older.
Second, in terms of gathering additional qualitative data, the research parameters
could be expanded so as to include other forms of drug and alcohol rehabilitation
programs that take place in natural settings, e.g., Outward Bound programs. This
research could greatly benefit existing programs by allowing them to utilize
information pertaining to the goals and healing benefits of outdoor spaces. In
addition, research of this nature could perhaps lead to greater success rates across
drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs as individuals would have greater flexibility
in choosing the type of program best suited to their needs.
Third, research targeted at gathering quantitative data is needed in order to
supplement the existing qualitative findings. One specific example of the need for
quantitative data relates to the temporal qualities of the benefits of healing gardens.
In this case study several elements successfully provided therapeutic benefit for
various user groups in terms of stress reduction and providing natural distractions.
However, within user groups there was a fairly even split regarding the duration of
these benefits. Half the individuals stated that the benefits of these elements lasted
only while in the garden, while the other half of the individuals stated that the effects
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of these elements were much longer lasting. Further research is needed to explore
how and why these design features have varying temporal impacts.
Lastly, another potential focus of future research could be to examine whether or not
greater benefit would be derived from healing gardens which are more closely tied to
specific stages of addiction and recovery as is the case with both Alzheimer-related
dementia and brain injury. According to research by Dr. Westphal on post traumatic
brain injury, these injuries can be divided into three distinct levels of trauma, each
necessitating a unique course of treatment (Martin 2002, 83). Likewise, in her
research concerning Alzheimer-related dementia, Dr. Westphal believes one
particular healing garden is especially successful owing to the fact that its design
responds to both patients’ limitations as well as the progression of the disease (Martin
2002, 84). Thus, research evaluating whether or not individuals in varying stages of
addiction recovery derive greater benefit from different types of healing gardens
could prove to be highly useful.
Summary
This case study yielded a number of valuable findings in relation to the established
goals of healing gardens pertaining to patients, staff, and family user groups.
Examining these goals in the context of an adolescent drug and alcohol rehabilitation
facility served to evaluate the relevance of these particular goals in this type of
facility. Furthermore, this research explored which elements most successfully
achieved the existing goals.
Moreover, this case study highlighted a number of characteristics unique to programs
at facilities such as this one. This information is critical in determining whether or
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not additional goals should be included in the definition of healing gardens as a result
of the needs of this particular population. In addition, examining this particular
facility highlighted the distinct needs of patients and staff at addiction recovery
programs as well as the needs of the families of these patients.
As a result, it is clear that the findings of this research, in conjunction with the results
of future research, have the potential to produce beneficial outcomes in a variety of
addiction-related settings.
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APPENDIX A
Plant Illustrations

burning bush

winter berry
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Katsura tree

Scotch pine
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APPENDIX B
Healing Garden Welcome Brochure
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APPENDIX C
Rosecrance self-guided walking tour brochure
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APPENDIX D
Bell Ceremony
Today we gather to celebrate (patient’s name) on his/her successful completion of
treatment. You have overcome many challenges and have worked very hard to
accomplish this goal. This gathering is to show support and share in your success as
you can only keep what you have by giving it away. By getting to this point you have
given back to those around you and are ready to take the next step.
This bell (shinki-itten bell) symbolizes your “complete change of heart” and your
commitment to continue in your journey of sobriety. When you hit this bell twelve
times, you have made the decision to continue the daily challenge of fighting for your
sobriety. This fight comes along with many trials and tribulations; however, the tools
you have learned will assist you on your journey of sobriety.
Recovery is about being re-born and starting a new life. In recovery it is one addict
helping another. It is keeping what you have by giving it away. So when the bell
rings; it rings for you; one sick and suffering addict helping the next. One re-born
baby ready to join millions in recovery.
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APPENDIX E
International Review Board Approval
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APPENDIX F
Rosecrance Statement of Values
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APPENDIX G
Fieldbook: diagram of the healing garden
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APPENDIX H
Fieldbook: record of patient observations
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APPENDIX I
Fieldbook: record of staff and family observations
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APPENDIX J
Interview protocol for patients
INTRO
Hi, my name’s Jessy and I’m a graduate student at the University of Colorado
studying Landscape Architecture. This year I’m finishing the third year of my
program and I’m writing my masters thesis. I’m here at the Griffin Williamson
facility because my thesis is about healing gardens, a specific kind of landscape found
at facilities like this one.
Today I’d like to ask you a few questions about the garden at Griffin Williamson.
I’m primarily interested in the way you feel during the time you spend in the garden
and what makes you feel that way.
Your answers will be kept confidential and coded so that you will remain anonymous;
no one else will know what you said. You may choose to skip or not answer any
questions you like and you may stop the interview at any time. Are you willing to
talk with me about the garden? Thank you in advance for your time and your
participation in this research. Before we begin, I’ll let you know that the following
questions are based upon six different themes. Some of your answers to the various
questions may be the same or overlap and that’s just fine.
NATURAL DISTRACTIONS
The first thing I’d like to talk about is “natural distractions.” Natural distractions are
things that can be viewed or experienced that capture your attention and take your
mind away from negative thoughts or worries. Natural distractions have an impact on
your emotional state – whether it’s positive or negative.
1. While you are in the garden do you feel there are things which capture your
interest in a positive way or capture your interest in a way which allows your
mind to feel free?
a. What is one such feature?
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What is it about [thing 1] that captures your attention? What sense(s) does
this particular design feature activate? That is, do you notice it by seeing
something there? By any particular odor? By something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
Generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
b. What is another element that captures your attention in a positive way?
What is it about [thing 2] that captures your attention? What sense(s) does
this particular design feature activate? That is, do you notice it by seeing
something there? By any particular odor? By something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
Generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
c. Is there anything else that captures your attention in a positive way?
What is it about [thing 3] that captures your attention? What sense(s) does
this particular design feature activate? That is, do you notice it by seeing
something there? By any particular odor? By something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
Generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
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2. While you are in the garden are there features or things which capture your
interest in a negative way ?
a. What is one such feature?
What is it about [thing 1] that captures your attention?
What sense(s) does this particular design feature activate? That is, do you
notice it by seeing something there? By any particular odor? By
something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
b. Is there something else that captures your attention in a negative way?
What is it about [thing 2] that captures your attention?
What sense(s) does this particular design feature activate? That is, do you
notice it by seeing something there? By any particular odor? By
something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
Generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
3. Does your mind go in and out of focusing on heavier thoughts or are there
aspects of the design of the garden that help keep your mind focused on other
positive things? What features are able to keep you in a positive mental state
for the longest amount of time? Could you tell me about those features?
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CONTROL
We are now going to talk about the idea of control - in particular, the amount of
control you feel you have while you’re here at the Griffin Williamson facility. This
sense of control can be over large things or small things.
In general, how would you describe the amount of control you feel that you have
while in the program here?
1. How does this compare to the amount of control you felt prior to coming
here?
2. Does the amount of control you feel you have feel different while you are in
the garden?
3. Are there features within the garden which allow you to feel a greater or lesser
sense of control than when you are elsewhere in this facility?
4. How so?
a. What is it about [thing 1] that makes you feel a greater sense of control?
b. What is it about [thing 2] that makes you feel a greater sense of control?
5. How does having control make you feel in general?
6. What does having a sense of control mean to you and your recovery?
EXERCISE AND PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
Next, let’s discuss the opportunities for exercise and physical movement while here
at the Griffin Williamson facility. Physical movement can be anything that allows
you to move your body. It does not need to be strenuous.
1. Do you have many opportunities for physical movement and exercise within
the program? If so, where do those opportunities occur?
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2. Do you feel that physical movement and/or exercise is important to your wellbeing/recovery?
3. Does the garden allow for physical movement and/or exercise in good ways?
In new or interesting ways?
4. Does exercise or movement in the garden influence your general outlook on
exercising overall?
SOCIAL SUPPORT
The next thing I’d like to discuss is social support. By social support I mean
interactions with others which help you to … deal with things during your time here,
…to get through the day, and/or ….to make you feel better about how you’re doing
here. It differs from social interaction in that social support makes you feel
emotionally stronger.
1. Do you feel there are opportunities for social support here at the Griffin
Williamson facility? Could you describe the most important ones?
2. Within the confines of the garden, do you feel there are particular spaces
which encourage or help you get social support from others. If yes, who does
this support generally come from? Other patients or staff, or visiting family
members?
3. If so, what are those spaces/areas?
a. What is it about [space 1] that makes it valuable in terms of providing a
place for social support?
b. What is it about [space 2] that makes it valuable in terms of providing a
place for social support?
4. How important do you believe this social support is to your recovery process?
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STRESS
Now let’s talk about the garden as it relates to the concept of stress.
1. Do you generally tend to feel more or less stressed when you are in the garden
as opposed to other places in the facility?
a. If more stressed, are there particular periods of time or activities in the
garden which are more stressful than others, or may bring about more
stress?
b. If less stressed, are there particular periods of time or activities in the
garden which seem to reduce your stress?
2.

How, if at all, does your stress level change while you are in the garden?

3. How can you tell?
4. Are there features within the healing garden that seem to bring about a
reduction in stress for you?
a. What is one such feature?
What is it about [feature 1] within the garden that helps to reduce your
stress level?
How long do you tend to feel less stressed? Is it momentary? Lasting?
b. Is there another feature that seems to bring about a reduction in stress for
you?
What is it about [feature 2] within the garden that helps to reduce your
stress level?
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How long do you tend to feel less stressed? Is it momentary? Lasting?
c. Are there any other features that generally make you feel less stressed?
What is it about [feature 2] within the garden that helps to reduce your
stress level?
How long do you tend to feel less stressed? is it momentary? lasting?
5. And are there any features/elements that seem to make you feel more
stressed? If so, what are they?
a. What is it about [feature 1] within the garden that tends to make you feel
more stressed?
How long do you tend to feel more stressed? is it momentary? lasting?
b. What is it about [feature 2] within the garden that tends to make you feel
more stressed?
How long do you tend to feel more stressed? is it momentary? lasting?
INTERACTING WITH LOVED ONES
In the context of your recovery, this is a “family-centered” program. It encourages
you to interact with your loved ones.
1. How often do you spend time with loved ones while in the program here?
How many times a week or month and for roughly how long?
2. When you do spend time with your family members, where do these
interactions usually occur?
3. How often do these interactions occur within the healing garden?
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4. Are there particular spaces within the garden where you generally like to
interact with your loved ones?
a. What is it about [space 1] that allows you to interact with your loved ones
here?
b. What is it about [space 2] that allows you to interact with your loved ones
here?

CLOSING
Lastly, is there anything else you’d like to mention about the healing garden that I’ve
not already asked you about or is there anything you’d like me to ask others?
Thank you for your time. I very much appreciate it.
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APPENDIX K
Interview protocol for staff
INTRO
Hello, my name is Jessy and I’m a graduate student at the University of Colorado
studying Landscape Architecture. This year I’ll be finishing the third year of my
program and I’m writing my masters thesis. I am here at the Griffin Williamson
facility because my thesis is about a specific kind of landscape found at facilities like
this one – the healing garden.
Today I’d like to ask you a few questions about the garden at Griffin Williamson. Do
you use the garden, either with or without patients? I’m primarily interested in the
way that you feel during the time you spend in the garden and what makes you feel
that way.
Your answers will be kept confidential and coded so that you will remain anonymous;
no one else will know what you said. You may choose to skip or not answer any
questions you like and you may stop the interview at any time. Are you willing to
talk with me about the garden? Thank you in advance for your time and your
participation in this research.
NATURAL DISTRACTIONS
Let’s first talk about “natural distractions.” Natural distractions are those things that
can be viewed or experienced, things that capture your attention and take your mind
away from negative thoughts or worries regarding your work or your patients. These
natural distractions have an impact on your emotional state – either positive or
negative.
1. While you are in the garden do you feel there are features or things which
capture your interest in a positive way and/or allow your mind to feel free? If
so, what are they?
a. What is it about [thing 1] that captures your attention?
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Generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
What sense(s) does this particular design feature activate? That is, do you
notice it by seeing something there? By any particular odor? By
something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
b. What is it about [thing 2] that captures your attention?
Generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
What sense(s) does this particular design feature activate? That is, do you
notice it by seeing something there? By any particular odor? By
something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
2. While you are in the garden do you feel there are features or things which
capture your interest in a negative way ? If so, what are they?
a. What is it about [thing 1] that captures your attention?
Generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
What sense(s) does this particular design feature activate? That is, do you
notice it by seeing something there? By any particular odor? By
something that you touch?
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Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
b. What is it about [thing 2] that captures your attention?
Generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
What sense(s) does this particular design feature activate? That is, do you
notice it by seeing something there? By any particular odor? By
something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
3. Does your mind go in and out of focusing on heavier thoughts or are there
aspects of the design of the garden that are successful at keeping your mind
focused on other positive things for an extended period of time? What
features are able to keep you in a positive mental state for the longest ? Could
you tell me about those features or aspects?
STRESS
Now let’s talk about the garden as it relates to the concept of stress.
1. Do you generally tend to feel more or less stressed when you are in the garden
as opposed to other places in the facility?
a. If more stressed, are there particular periods of time or activities in the
garden which are more stressful than others or may bring about more
stress?
b. If less stressed, are there particular periods of time or activities in the
garden which are more stressful than others or may bring about more stress?
2.

How, if at all, does your stress level change while you are in the garden?
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3. How can you tell?
4. What features within the healing garden seem to bring about the most
reduction in stress for you?
a. What is it about [feature 1] within the garden that helps to reduce your
stress level?
How long do you tend to feel this reduction in stress? Is it momentary?
lasting?
b. What is it about [feature 2] within the garden that helps to reduce your
stress level?
How long do you tend to feel this reduction in stress? Is it momentary?
lasting?
5. And are there any features/elements that seem to make you feel more
stressed? If so, what are they?
a. What is it about [feature 1] within the garden that tends to increase your
stress level?
How long do you tend to feel this increase in stress? Is it momentary?
lasting?
b. What is it about [feature 2] within the garden that tends to increase your
stress level?
How long do you tend to feel this increase in stress? Is it momentary?
lasting?
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SOCIAL SUPPORT
Now let’s discuss the idea of social support. By social support I mean opportunities
for you to interact with others in order to feel better able to handle the challenges of
your job. This differs from social interaction in that social support makes you feel
stronger emotionally.
1. Do you feel that there are opportunities for social support here at the Griffin
Williamson facility? If yes, could you describe the most important ones?
2. How important do you believe this social support is to your job performance?
3. Within the confines of the garden do you feel that there are particular spaces
which encourage or help you to get social support from other staff? If yes, are
they other patients or staff, or visiting family members?
4. If so, what are those spaces/areas?
a. What is it about [space 1] that makes it valuable in terms of providing a
place for social support?
b. What is it about [space 2] that makes it valuable in terms of providing a
place for social support?
CLOSING
Lastly, is there anything else you would like to mention about the healing garden that
I have not already asked you about or that you feel it would be important for me to
ask of others?
Thank you for your time. I very much appreciate it.
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APPENDIX L
Schedule of family weekend and research days
Time

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3
Observation:
Family
Program

7:00 – 8:00

Observation:
Family
Program

8:00 – 9:00

9:00 – 10:00

Meeting: J. Gorham

Interview:
Staff # 1

10:00 – 11:00

Meeting: HR
Representative

Observation:
Family
Program

11:00 – noon

Observation:
Meditation in
garden with art class

noon – 1:00

Observation:
Gym class

1:00 – 2:00

Observation:
Gym class and
Study hall

2:00 – 3:00

Observation:
Group therapy

3:00 – 4:00

Observation:
Speaker

Interviews:
Patient #1
Patient #2
Patient # 3
Patient # 4
Patient # 5

4:00 – 5:00

Observation:

Observation:
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Introduction to family
program
5:00 – 6:00

Dinner
Observation:
Group
Therapy

Observation:
Family program

Interview:
Staff #2
6:00 – 7:00

7:00 – 8:00
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Time
7:00 – 8:00

Day 4
Photographs

Day 5

8:00 – 9:00

Photographs

9:00 – 10:00

Interviews:
Staff # 3
Staff # 4

10:00 – 11:00

Meeting: J. Gorham

11:00 – noon

Interviews:
Patient # 6
Patient #7

noon – 1:00

Interview:
Patient #8

Interviews:
Staff # 5

1:00 – 2:00

Observation:
Lunch

Photographs:
Staff – staged shots

2:00 – 3:00

Observation:
Group
Therapy

Interviews:
Staff # 6
Staff # 7
Staff # 8

3:00 – 4:00

Interviews:
Patient # 9
Patient # 10

4:00 – 5:00

Activity prep

Interviews:
Staff #9
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Day 6
Photographs

5:00 – 6:00

Helped direct
patients on haunted
ride activity

Staff #10

6:00 – 7:00

7:00 – 8:00

Observation:
patients

8:00 – 9:00
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APPENDIX M
Interview Protocol for Families of Patients
INTRO
Hello, my name is Jessy and I’m a graduate student at the University of Colorado
studying Landscape Architecture. This year I’ll be finishing the third year of my
program and I’m writing my masters thesis. I am here at the Griffin Williamson
facility because my thesis is about a specific kind of landscape found at facilities like
this one – the healing garden.
Today I’d like to ask you a few questions about the garden at Griffin Williamson
(need to clarify that they will know which one without me calling it the healing
garden.) I’m primarily interested in the way that you feel during the time you spend
in the garden and what makes you feel that way.
Your answers will be kept confidential and coded so that you will remain anonymous;
no one else will know what you said. You may choose to skip or not answer any
questions you like and you may stop the interview at any time. Are you willing to
talk with me about the garden? Thank you in advance for your time and your
participation in this research.
NATURAL DISTRACTIONS
Let’s first talk about “natural distractions”. Natural distractions are those things that
can be viewed or experienced, things that capture your attention and take your mind
away from negative thoughts or worries. These natural distractions have an impact
on your emotional state – either positive or negative.
1. While you are in the garden do you feel there are features or things which
capture your interest in a positive way and/or allow your mind to feel free? If
so, what are they?
a. What is it about [thing 1] that captures your attention?
Generally for how long?
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Why do you think that is?
What sense(s) does this particular design feature activate? That is, do you
notice it by seeing something there? By any particular odor? By
something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
b. What is it about [thing 2] that captures your attention?
Generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
What sense(s) does this particular design feature activate? That is, do you
notice it by seeing something there? By any particular odor? By
something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
2. While you are in the garden do you feel there are features or things which
capture your interest in a negative way ? If so, what are they?
a. What is it about [thing 1] that captures your attention?
Generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
What sense(s) does this particular design feature activate? That is, do you
notice it by seeing something there? By any particular odor? By
something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
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b. What is it about [thing 2] that captures your attention?
Generally for how long?
Why do you think that is?
What sense(s) does this particular design feature activate? That is, do you
notice it by seeing something there? By any particular odor? By
something that you touch?
Is there something else about it that captures your attention?
3. Does your mind go in and out of focusing on heavier thoughts or are there
aspects of the design of the garden that are successful at keeping your mind
focused on other positive things for an extended period of time? What
features are able to keep you in a positive mental state for the longest ?
Could you tell me about those features or aspects?
STRESS
Now let’s talk about the garden as it relates to the concept of stress.
1. Do you generally tend to feel more or less stressed when you are in the garden
as opposed to other places in the facility?
a. If more stressed, are there particular periods of time or activities in the
garden which are more stressful than others, or may bring about more
stress?
b. If less stressed, are there particular periods of time or activities in the
garden which are more stressful than others, or may bring about more stress?
2.

How, if at all, does your stress level change while you are in the garden?

3. How can you tell?
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4. What features within the healing garden seem to bring about the most
reduction in stress for you?
a. What is it about [feature 1] within the garden that helps to reduce your
stress level?
How long do you tend to feel this reduction in stress? is it momentary?
lasting?
b. What is it about [feature 2] within the garden that helps to reduce your
stress level?
How long do you tend to feel this reduction in stress? is it momentary?
lasting?
5. And are there any features/elements that seem to make you feel more
stressed? If so, what are they?
a. What is it about [feature 1] within the garden that tends to increase your
stress level?
How long do you tend to feel this increase in stress? is it momentary?
lasting?
b. What is it about [feature 2] within the garden that tends to increase your
stress level?
How long do you tend to feel this increase in stress? is it momentary?
lasting?
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SOCIAL SUPPORT
The next thing I’d like for us to discuss is social support. By social support I mean
interactions with others which help you to deal with things here. This differs from
social interaction in that social support makes you feel stronger emotionally.
1. Do you feel that there are opportunities for social support here at the Griffin
Williamson facility? If yes, could you describe the most important ones?
2. How important do you believe this social support is to you in supporting your
loved one?
3. Within the confines of the garden do you feel that there are particular spaces
which encourage or help you to get social support from others. If yes, are
they other patients or staff, or visiting family members?
4. If so, what are those spaces/areas?
a. What is it about [space 1] that makes it valuable in terms of providing a
place for social support?
b. What is it about [space 2] that makes it valuable in terms of providing a
place for social support?
INTERACTING WITH LOVED ONES
In the context of this program and the fact that this is a “family-centered” program,
one which encourages you to interact with your loved one who is in this facility,
1. How often do you spend time with your loved one here? How many times a
week and for roughly how long?
2. Where do these interactions most often occur?
3. How often do these interactions occur within the healing garden?
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4. Are there particular spaces within the garden where you generally interact
with your loved one?
a. What is it about [space 1] that allows for this type of interaction?
b. What is it about [space 2] that allows for this type of interaction?
CLOSING
Lastly, is there anything else you would like to mention about the healing garden that
I have not already asked you about or that you feel it would be important for me to
ask of others?
Thank you for your time. I very much appreciate it..
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APPENDIX N
Matrix of key similarities and differences between user groups
Patients

Staff

Families of Patients

Natural
distractions

Variety of sights
and sounds

Variety of sights
and sounds

Variety of sights
and sounds,
appealed to
younger children

Stress
reduction

effective when
viewed from afar,
for roughly half
lasted longer than
only while in the
garden

effective when
viewed from afar,
for roughly half
lasted longer than
only while in the
garden

garden as a whole

Social
support

active – “walk &
talk,” group
processing

preferred time
alone

places to explore
and connect with
partner

passive –
experiencing space
w/others
Time with
loved ones

provides neutral
and positive topics
for discussion

N/A

provides neutral
and positive topics
for discussion

Control

opportunity to ask
to go in the garden,
a bit more freedom
within garden

N/A

N/A

Exercise

gentle exercise is
N/A
very important,
an appealing option
(in contrast to gym)

N/A
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